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Senator Mansfield Talks on Foreign Policy
By RICHARD WARING
Senate Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield called for major
changes in American foreign
policy last night as he delivered
the final address of the
Eisenhower Symposium.
Speaking to a standing room
only crowd in Shriver Hall, the
Montana Democrat cited a
reduction in foreign aid and a
cut in the number of NATO
troops as keys to a general
retrenchment of American
committments abroad.
He said, "in the United States,
the time for a change in foreign
policy is ripe. If this situation
finds a counterpart in the Soviet
Union, then we may well be on
the threshold of the liquidation
of the dubious heritage of the

cold war."
On the subject of NATO, he
said, "May I say that I do not
regard the present level of U.S.
forces in Europe in any sense as
a 'bargaining chip' in negotiating
a mutual reduction of forces
with the Soviet Union. There is
no bargaining power in the
irrelevant."
Omnipresense
He continued, "It is
reassuring, therefore, that along
with military contraction, the
onmipresence of U.S. economic
aid is also in the process of
receding around the globe."
Of the foreign aid program, he
said, "The fact is that the
current program has lost much
of the charisma which was
imparted to it by the Marshall

Plan, the Point-Four program
and the Peace Corp of another
time."
Mansfield gave substantial
credit to the Nixon
administration for its new policy
of seeking a rapprochment with
China, and an end to the Cold
War. "May I say that the irony is
all to the credit of the
incumbent political leadership.
The President has been able to
set aside the things of the past.
In the light of present realities,
he is acting to remove some of
the barnacles which encrust the
foreign policy of the United
States."
He said that the American
military contraction was a sound
policy change. "In some
quarters, there is a tendency to
!continued on page 4)
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76th Year

Student Council Grapples With Its Problems

Student Council Meeting

By DON LASSUS
For the past two years the
Student Council has been
characterized by chaotic
meetings, financially disasterous
concerts, grandoise projects and
threats of resignation.
In the eyes of both their
constituents and the
administration the Council's
problems have been many and
its accomplishments few.
NEWS
The SC's difficulties have
come to the
ANALYSIS
forefront again
with their push
for a new governance system for
Homewood proving to be
obstacles to the success of their
endeavors.
As far back as the spring of
1970 the Council moved to
disband itself as an ineffective
organization. "The Council is

Social Science:Complex Field
By MICHAEL WEISSMAN
"The Social Sciences combine
the humanism of the Humanities
and the precision of the more
quantitative sciences," said one
junior majoring in Social and
Behavorial Sciences.
The dimensions of the
discipline range from Political
Economy to Psychology to
Business and Industrial
Management. The specialized
skills are in the statistical
analysis as well as in the delicate
art of diplomacy.
James Deese, Psychology,
expressed clearly what many
professors thought of their area.
"On all objective criteria,
Hopkins is extraordinarily strong
in the social sciences. We have an

ample core of instruction. But
students have to work out their
own direction for study in the
core of courses offered in the
varied, and complex field of the
Social Sciences. Some students
seem to find this mandatory
self-reliance exhilarating, while
others complain there should be
some direction suggested for
them.
Matthew Crenson, Political
Science, explained the options
open to the Social Science
major: The independent strategy
for those with academic push
and the departmental strategy
where things are worked out for
the student.
No Strategy
"The problem is, many people

choose Social and Behavorial
Sciences and don't develop an
educational strategy required of
them," said Crenson.
Of the 28 percent of the
student body majoring in the
social sciences more than half
are Social and Behavorial
Science majors. Jurg Niehans,
Political Economy, suggests that
this area major may be the cause
of some of this incoherence, and
emphasis on student decisions
He maintained that his
department had lost some of its
"concentrators" under this
system that the area had a few
years ago. Under an older system
professors from the social
sciences had met to come up
(continued on page 7)

just a joke," said John Guess, SC
President at the time. The
Council elected later that year
was never officially recognized.
No Support
In the following semester the
SC grappled with- the
Governance Report and the
Discipline Code. The Council
threatened actions ranging from
suing the University to mass
resignation. None of the plans
were carried out.
At present the SC is
attempting to get a new
governance system. Thus far it
has encountered difficulty in
organization and a lack of
student support.
"Every year the Student

Council tries to do something
big and never gets anywhere,"
said a senior. He expressed the
view of many undergraduates
who have lost faith in the
Council's ability to achieve its
goals.
Likeable Politicos
A junior, formerly involved in
student politics, stated, "The
Student Council is made up
mainly of high school politicos
who were elected not necessarily
because they were the most
qualified but because they were
the most likable."
Council meetings constantly
errupt in shouts and bickering
between members. Rarely can a
(continued on page 8)

L. Baltimore

eeurity
Still Has Problems
By RICHARD GURLITZ
Despite the administrative
efforts to improve security at
the East Baltimore campus, the
situation remains dangerous,
many Hospital personnel
complain.
Benjamin Willis, Vice
President for Administration,
stated that consideration was
being given to replacing the
Pinkertons with Hospital
employees. He acknowledged
that the situation was dangerous,
but added, "Crime is part of our
times."
Hospital personnel realize this
disturbing , situation, stated a
Registered Nurse at the East
Baltimore Campus. One lab
technician at the Hospital put it
bluntly, saying, "Do I expect to
get help when I need it?No."
Presently, the Johns Hopkins
University expends upwards of
$500,000 a year for security at

the East Baltimore Campus. This
amounts to between $4.00 and
$5.00 per hour for each
Pinkerton. The Pinkerton guards
are not paid directly by the
University, but by Pinkerton
Inc. A guard earns $1.85 an
hour.
Reform
Ronald de Matteo, Assistant
Administrator for the East
Baltimore campus, noted earlier
this week to the News-Letter
that security system reform had
already been initiated. Eight
plainclothesmen have been hired
by the University to patrol
districts of the East Baltimore
campus, concentrating in the
Hospital.
Benjamin Willis included, in
the action already taken, a
change in supervisory
responsibility, television
monitors in the lower corridors,
(continued on page 20)
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-CAMPUS NOTES
PYGMALION
Pygmalion November 26 to
December 12. Group rates are
available. Telephone 529-3333
in Washington or write to Hartke
Theatre, Catholic U.,
Washington D.C. 20017
SCIENCE WRITERS NEEDED
The Undergraduate Science
Bulletin is presently accepting
papers for its spring issue. The
deadline for submission is
February 15. Prospective
authors are encouraged to
contact Frank Pidcock, Box 23,
as soon as possible.
CONCERT
There will be a concert by
the Glee Club and the Wilson
College Choir in Shriver Hall on
Saturday, November 20 at 8:00
p.m.
FINANCIAL AID
Applications for financial aid
and Parents' Confidential
Statements are available in the
Office of Financial Aid in
Garland for those needing
financial aid from the University
next year. PCS forms should be
filed with Princeton by February
in order to receive awards on
time. No awards (with the
exception of Maryland
Senatorial and General
Scholarships) are renewed
automatically.
SPEAK HEBREW
A mini-mester course in
spoken Hebrew is being
organized. The two-credit course
will include 10-20 people.
Contact Louis Eron, 889-1797,
Box 741.
WE DO RESEARCH
Papers on every conceivable
subject
Prepared by a staff of over 100
experts
Tailored to your individual
needs
Educational Research Assoc.
202-544-4792

STREET LIFE
The Black Student Union will
sponsor New York's Street
Theatre troupe on November 22
at 8:00 in Shriver Hall. LeRoi
Jones' Baptism and Ed Bullins'
Street Sounds v ill be performed.
Tickets($1.25 before, $1.50 at
the door) are available in the
Office of Student Activities
or at the Bookcenter.

URBAN STUDIES

YOGA

There will be an open
meeting November 21 (Sunday)
at noon in the Sherwood Room
of Levering for all interested in
the Action program and urban
studies. Members of the Center
for Urban Affairs and the
Homewood faculty and
administration will be speaking.

Classes in Kundalini Yoga,
the Yoga of Awareness, are given
every Thursday and Sunday at 7
p.m. in Levering. Beginners are
welcome. Bring a blanket. For
info, call 685-1919.

SATIRE

DANCE SHOW

A meeting to discuss the
Classics Department's
mini-mester Seminar on Satire
will be held this afternoon at
12:15 in the Levering Game
Room. Non -department
members, especially grad
students, are urged to attend or
call Tom Sienkewicz in the
Classics Department.

"The Language of Dance," a
lecture-demonstration by the
Goucher Dance Group, will be
'held in Goucher's Krauschaar
Auditorium on Wednesday,
December 1 at 8:30 p.m.

HA RLEY'S..."The Class in
Carry Out," for late night
epicurians

Hobbies

3111 St. Paul St.
_

ARE YOU HACKING IT?
Put your IQ to work for you
and cash in your pocket. Full
or part time work. Phone:
426-1181 or 889-8600.
AUSTRALIA NEEDS
TEACHERS NOW! Sick of
hassling smog, unemployment?
Growing needs, all subject
areas. For full info,send $1 to:
Intl. Teachers Placement
Bureau, P.O. Box 19007,
Sacramento, Calif. 95819.

Professor Jacques Roger of
the University of Paris will speak
today, November 19 at 1:30
p.m. in the Garrett Room of the
Library on "The Theory of the
Earth in the Seventeenth
Century." The program is
sponsored by the History of
Science Department.

PLASTICS!

Ilgpkins students, new and old
eat at:

foe
Art Projects
Decor

Sheets**Rods**Tubes
Colors**Designs
Commercial Plastic and
Supply
•
1130 E.30tb St. 8t19-6640

FREE PLAYS
The Problem Drama Class of
Hopkins will present five short
plays in the Barn on Friday,
Dec. 3, at 7:30 pm. These are
original plays written by the
class. One performance is
planned but if sufficient interest
is shown, a second show will
begin at approximately 8:30
Admission is open to all who
desire to see some lively
entertainment.

Pecora's
Restaurant
Italian Food in town

for the Finest

1

3320 Greenmount Ave.SERVICE

SPAGHETTI MEALS

PIZZA PIE A SPECIALTY

CARRY OUT
CALL 889-3831

PLACEMENT BUREAU RECRUITING SCHEDULE

Graduate Schools (Seniors Only)'
gold
or silver
luxury'
look

School of Law - Wed, Nov. 24
School of Business Adm. - Wed, Nov.24

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY CORNELL UNIVERSITY -

Employment Interviews (Graduate Students Only)

Protect your
eyes with a
professional eye
exam—and see
in style with
BRx-Quality eyewear.

ESSO RESEARCH AND ENGR. CENTER FOR NAVAL ANALYSIS -

Mon,Tues, & Wed, Nov. 22, 23,& 24
Fri, Dec. 3

To sign up for interviews, please come to the Placement Bureau, The Attic,
Homewood House.

ITS SMART TO RELY ON

ei

=111=1•111111\

QUALITY EYEWEAR

Johns Hopkir.s Hospital, 601 N. Broadway
Also, Village c Cross Keys, Fallston, Frederick

CLASSIFIED
TYPING SERVICE
Experienced in all forms of
typing - Reasonable rates Quick, accurate service - Call
Monday thru Thursday after 7
PM - 879-2347.

17TH CENTURY EARTH

SWINGING SINGLES
Live music and free
admission will highlight action at
the Goucher Snack Bar on
November 20. The Saturday
night extravaganza, which runs
from 8 to 12 p.m., will feature
the Chesapeake Retrievers.

4404tom4

JOB

"THE MOST ENTERTAINING COMEDY
OF THE SEASON. It could also be

OPPORTUNITY

called laughing through tears."

Village
Voice

"An Hilariously Subversive Documentary."
Boston Globe

Policy

oriented

Health

Services

Research

Center is seeking recent Economics Ph.D. grad
or Ph.D. candidate for immediate employment

"The Most Devestating Attack On One Man
Ever Put On Film!"
L.A. Crier

as a fulltime Reseacrh Associate. Background
in health helpful; interest in social policy
essential. Send resume to: Associate Director,
Health Services Research Center
INSTITUTE FOR

KING SIZE WATERBEDS
with warranty. $20. Also other
sizes and accessories. Full kit
$27. Call: 435-5091.

INTERDISCIPLINARY

GOUCHER STUDENT NEEDS
RIDE to Boston-Providence
area. Wed, Nov. 24. Will share
expenses. Contact Debbie:
825-3300, Dul. 1G-2.

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55403

EMILE de ANTONIO'S

STUDIES
123 East Grant Street

faILLHOUSE
•" jf TOWER
2 Charles Center 539-3434
-lc
;
1 E;TRES

111111111111111111111I
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Portrait

Anna Rouiller: Grad Student From La Spezia
By RICHARD BLAND
Just south of Genoa, on the
western coast of Italy, is the
seaport town of La Spezia. With
a population of 130,000 it was.
the birthplace of Mrs. Anna
Gloria Rouiller, a young
graduate student and instructor
of Italian.
Pretty and dark-haired
Rouiller has been at Hopkins for
a year and in America for the
past three. She is married to an
American she met some five
years ago in Italy. They have an
infant daughter.
Grinning broadly, she seemed
puzzled over the prospect of
comparing life in Italy and
America. "It's a more active life
here," she began, adding though
that she finds America
dangerous at times.
"There seem to be more

dishonest people here," she said.
"They steal more. In Italy you
can leave your pocketbook in
the park overnight and it will be
there the next day.
Dishonesty
"Also," she went on, "there's
no fear of downtown in Italian
cities."
The political scene in Italy, on
the other hand, Rouiller sees as a
complete mess. "It's terribly
disorganized. Everyone is the
individualist and couldn't care
less about a civic sense. They
manipulate and fight a lot.
American government is
certainly a lot better organized."
On life on the whole in Italy,
she says,"We Italians drink well,
and live well. People often seem
more hectic in America.' The
traffic problem in Italy, though,
has become nerve-wracking too.

"All those little 500's zip around
like mad," and she smiles, "the
bug is becoming a big status
symbol in Italy."
Rouiller speaks remarkably
good English for so short a time
in the U.S.A. Her speech darts
quickly and melodiously, with
the perky Italian accent sluiced:
with spunky verve, and short,
catchy phrases that capsule her
thoughts in just a few words.
In Italy, education is very
formal according to Rouiller.
Teachers "stand on a pedestal"
and expect students to accept
their utterances without
question or discussion. There is
little contact between students
and faculty, and while students
don't have to attend classes,
teachers for their part merely
appear when they want to.
Rouiller is happy to see

Activities Funding

SAC Studies Benton Plan
By BILL ABBOTT
The Student Activities
Commission is currently
considering a proposal by Arts
and Sciences Dean George
Benton to incorporate the
student activities budget into the
overall Arts and Sciences budget.
Final SAC vote on the Benton
plan is expected shortly after the
Thanksgiving recess. Should the
SAC turn down the plan, the
University would phase out its
contribution to student activities
over the next two years.
The Benton plan would
establish no maximum or
minimum limitations on the
activities budget. The student
•activities fee collected from each
undergrad (- totalling $40,000)
would still be drawn. Larry
Denton would review budget
proposals submitted by the
several treasurers of Student
Council activities committees
and approve an overall student
activities budget.
Denton explained that, under
the Benton plan, should a
budget in excess of $40,000 be
approved, the University would
contribute the excess.
"On the face of it, it appears
that Benton wants complete
control over the student
activities budget," commented
SAC Chairman Dick Heddleson.
``I don't want the
administration completely
absent from budget
considerations," Heddleson
added, "but neither do I want
them to have the last say."
No Middle
"The University simply
refuses to take a middle of the
road path," said Denton, "by
funding student activities
Without knowing where the
money is going."
The SAC would propose the
budget to Denton for final
approval: Any other duties of
the SAC under this plan have
not been explained.
Currently, the SAC controls
the activities budget (this year of
$61,000) independent of the

University. $40,000 is drawn
from the activities fee paid by
each undergrad, and $21,000 is
contributed by the University
with no strings attached.
But the University has

decided to phase out all such
support over the next two years.
For the 72-73 school year the
University will contribute only
$11,000, and in 73-74 it won't
contribute at all.
Thus, without student
rejection of last month's
referendum proposing an
increase in the activities fee, the
'73-'74 SAC budget will entail
approximately $40,000 if the
SAC turns down Benton's
proposal.
Uncommitted

Dick Heddleson

As of now, many activities
chairmen who will be effected
by whichever course the SAC
decides to take, are
uncommitted on the Benton,
plan. But there appears to be a
general consensus among them
that a last say by the University
on budgeting of student
activities would be
disadvantagious.

Anna Rouiller
students with long hair and blue
jeans in America. In Italy there
is little long hair and students
tend to wear their best clothes
everyday.
In her own experience,
f Rouiller was lucky to spend her
senior year of high school with
an American family in this
country. The arrangement was
part of an American Field
Service exchange program which

Committee Considers
Macke Food Service
By JACKIE DOWD
Although a Levering Food
Committee has been established
to improve the present service at
Levering, undergraduate
committee members . have
asserted that they would prefer
to change the service, rather
than alter it.
Larry Denton,. .chairman of
the committee and Director of
Student Services, stated that the
committee would act as a food
consumers group and meet with
representatives of Macke Food
; Co. to make suggestions and
' demands concerning present
services.
Paul Henderson, an
undergraduate committee
member, stated that most of the
members were anti-Macke.

SC Governance Work Starts
,By BRENT MCLAUGHLIN
, Proposals to change the
power structure of the Division
of Arts and Sciences were the
focus of this week's SC
Governance Committee's
meetings.
The Committee, formed last
week by the SC, is pressing
forward to meet a December 1
deadline when it must submit a
preliminary report to the SC
suggesting the structure and
powers of the Central
Committee. The Central
Committee is the tentative name
for the new Homewood
governance body expected to go
into effect next fall.
The Governance Committee,
chaired by Chris Ohly, is going
over the existing Governance
Report, issued last year page by
page, making revisions and
suggestions which are expected

to make the new governing body
a powerful central authority.
Chief Executive
Suggestions were made at a
meeting tuesday night to give
the Central Committee power at
least equal to that of the Dean
of Arts and Sciences. Under this
plan, the Dean would be
considered the Chief Executive
administering both the broad
and everyday decisions of the
governance body.
The Governance Committee
members indicated a desire to
keep the number of members of
the Central body to 15.
Undergrads, grads, non-tenured
faculty, and faculty would have
three representatives each, with
the undergraduates to be elected
at large.
In addition, there would be
two administrators, and one

she remembers happily despite
the "sweetly overprotective"
impulses of her guardian family.
Back in Italy for college, she
studied Accounting, soon found
herself disliking it, but couldn't
change her major under the rigid
university rules.
Now, however, Rouiller is off
to a fresh start as one of the
three grad students majoring in
Italian at Hopkins.

post-doctorate, union, and
non-union employee. Chairing
the Committee ex-officio would
be the University President.
All Matters
The Central Committee is
planned to deal with all.matters
within the Division of Arts and
Sciences. The new governing
group would have standing
committees, including the
Academic Council. It is planned
that the AC contain student
members having a voice in
course input and professor
evaluation. The Evening School
is not expected to be included in
the proposed governing .body
because it is a separate Division
of the University. The SC and
GS0 shall remain independent
and in their present forms if
they desire. Neither will be in
control of the student members
on the Central Committee.

"When the committee was
formed, we were told to work
with Wcke to improve
services," Henderson explained.
In the beginning of the year,
the Macke Co. requested a
committee through which
complaints could be channelled.
Denton therefore set up this
committee to give Macke a
service communication.
Opposed
Henderson stated, "Denton
wanted us to work with Macke
services as they are now.
However, most of the committee
members are opposed to the new
service, namely the machines."
"The purpose of the
committee is to improve existing
conditions. This is what the
administration wants us to do.
However, most of the members
are opposed to this and are
trying to change the policy," he
continued.
"We don't want to work to
improve the present service, we
want to change it," he
concluded.
Richard Moll, Director of
Administration, a member of the
committee said, "So far there is
not too much to say about the
committee." He explained that
the committee has only met four
or five times.
•At the first meeting it was
determined that there was only
an abbreviated group, so the
committee was extended to
include a member of the Arts
and Sciences Council, two
evening students, and a
Homewood employee. There are
also two undergraduates, two
graduate students, • and three
administrators on the
committee. Subsequent meetings
led to internal arguments among
members concerning the role of
Macke in Levering, according to
(continued on page 7)
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News Analysis

NISE Symposium:Repetitive And Outdated
By MICHAEL HILL
The Milton S. Symposium is
concluded once again and this
year, members of the Hopkins
community have been given a
thorough education on relations
between the United States and

Up Town .. .
Russia. Or have they?
If one attended all of the
eleven presentations, one might
find oneself, on a particularly
lethargic afternoon, drifting off
to sleep, and, upon waking,
wondering if the speaker was,
let's see, is that Averell Harriman
or James Gavin. No, wait a
minute....don't tell me....
Ground rules were established
early. Relations with Russia
should get better. That became
sacred. We should expand trade.
We should increase cultural
exchanges. We have done bad
things in the past. We will do
better things in the future.

Barring refreshing blasts of
radical air from William
Appleman Williams and our own
Richard Pfeffer, and a good
survey of history by Harrison
Salisbury, it became just a
matter of style.

Or Down Home
Did you like the
personal -anecdote,
"I-knew-Joe-Stalin" style of
Averell Harriman? How about
the State Department polish of
Joseph Sisco? There were ample
variations on a single theme to
suit almost any taste; Galbraith's
Cambridge aristocratic matter,
or, if the Harvard professor's
arrogance offended you, the
down-home, midwest
political-shout delivery of Mike
Mansfield.
Variations
Perhaps the most interesting
presentations belonged to the
Russians. Not that they said

anything fundamentally
different from the others, but
they were the only speakers who
could offer a really different
perspective. Knowing that the
respectable looking gentleman in
a conservative suit behind the
lectern was a communist, and
proud of it, tended to keep the
audience awake.
Not that the Russians said
anything fundamentally
different. They too agreed that
no one should blow up the
world, and, once again, that
relations between the two
countries should improve. But
their viewpoint did cause the
audience to strain themselves
mentally somewhat, and perhaps
to learn something.
This year's symposium cannot
be termed a failure. The
organizers presented us with the
usual array of prestigious
speakers, and their presence
made otherwise dull fall
afternoons much more
entertaining.
But the symposium cannot be
termed a success, either. The
topic chosen for discussion was
too well worn to take the event
succeed. The dilemmas of
U.S.-Russian relations are
obvious to all involved, and we
heard those dilemmas
enumerated time and again.
Last year's discussion on
violence chose a topic that was
the lead on the nation's

newspapers just months before.
This year's topic was
unfortunately outdated by
ibout ten years. Perhaps the
presentations would have been
more successful if the

symposium organizers had
contacted the speakers over the
summer and asked them to
change their talks to the topic of
current headlines, the United
States and China.

Mansfield Speaks
On Foreign Policy
(continued from page 1)
United States via the path of a
well-meaning humanitarian
see in this process of military
generosity into unwarranted
contraction some sort of
political and military
shameful furling of the flag.
involvements in the inner affairs
Rather, the change is sensible
of other peoples."
and long overdue."
Mistakes
He noted of the change in
The war in Vietnam was cited
America's foreign aid programs,
by Mansfield as an example of
"It has the virtue of permitting
how heavy global military and
the burdens of cost to be shared
defense committment have led
with other nations. At the same
United
States
into
the
disastrous
time, it insulates this nation
mistakes.
from adventures in unilateral
He added that the Nixon
internationalism which can lead,
Doctrine would be a change for
as we have seen in Indochina,
the better. "That doctrine set
into tragic entanglements."
the state for a diminution of the
He added, "Viet Nam has
role which the United States has
played across the spectrum of alerted the people to the
consequences of a blind pursuit
world affairs for 25 years. In so
doing, it elevated a concept of of ideological obsessions. The
dollar crisis and the dangerous
policy much articulated but
sidetracking of the nation's inner
little practiced since World War
needs by the demands of the
II— that of shared responsibility
for world peace."
involvement in Southeast Asia
The old U.S. policy of have revealed what Lies at the
involvement around the world, .end of the road of indiscriminate
Mansfield said, "Has led the internationalism."

Arbatov Considers
Jews Meet With Russian Chances for Detente
By GARY SOULSMAN
A small group of Jewish
Hopkins Students met with Dr.
G.A. Arbatov, the leading Soviet
expert on American affairs,
concerning the harrassment of
Jews in Russia, in a closed
meeting prior to his address at
the Eisenhower Symposium.
The students confronted
Arbatov with their allegations
that Jews in Russia do not
receive fair trials and that their
emigration to Israel is being
restricted.
Arbatov, who would not
permit the press to attend the
meeting, is reported by the
Jewish students only to have
directly addressed the question
of Jewish emigration to Israel.
The students said that Arbatov
admitted that the Soviets are
prohibiting emigration to Israel
to placate their Arab allies.
Friendly But Ignorant
In the pre-arranged press
conference following the
meeting the Jewish students
expressed their dissatisfaction
with Arbatov's answers to their
accusations of harrassment of its
Jewish citizenry.
Larry Goldberg, spokesman
for the Jewish students said,"Dr.
Arbatov was friendly but
professedly ignorant of the
plight of the Jews in Russia. Its
ironic that he should claim to
know more about the U.S. than
what is happening within his
own country."
Goldberg and Peter Weiss
claimed at the conference that

While being critical of the
U.S.'s attitude of moral
superiority Dr. G.A. Arbatov,
the Director of the Soviet
Academy of Sciences' U.S.A.
Institute in Moscow, was also
optomistic for the future
detente between the U.S. and
the U.S.S.R.
"It is both desirable and
possible for the U.S. and the
Soviet Union to develop mutally
advantageous ties," said Arbatov
in speech at Tuesday's
Eisenhower Symposium.
The Russian expert on
American affairs said the
principle unifying force is the
goal of the prevention of a
nuclear war.
Tough Stand
G. A. Arbatov
He pointed to the increase in
the Russian scholar was stunned
their case was legitimate and the U.S. strategic arms followed
by their knowledge of internal
that it had not been reported by a corresponding growth of
Russia's arsenal, the "unjust and
affairs in the Soviet Union, and
fairly.
war in Vietnam" and the
bloody
their ability to sight sources.
"We don't assert universal
"His major tactic," said
terrorization of the Jews in flare-ups in the Middle East as
Goldberg," was to deny almost
Russia...But there has been the cause of a situation which
everything."
harrassment and we want this the two superpowers had to
recognized," Goldberg remarked, work to prevent.
The students did not indicate
"If we want mutual
The Jewish students did not
surprise over his reasons for
attempt to disrupt Arbatov's understanding, it is important to
restriction of emigration to
speech. However, they tried to take a look at ourselves and at
Israel. "Statements by Premier
barrage him with qustions others from different angles," he
Kosygin in Ottowa an::
afterwards. Ar'disrupt laiming he said.
Matveyev in Baltimore last week
He cited examples of this
had held the meeting with the
indicate this new rationale for
needed wider perspective,
students specifically to answer
suppression of Jewish rights," a
pointing to the treatment of
Jewish student said.
their questions, refused to
hijackers in the Soviet
airplane
The students emphasized that
acknowledge them after his
they had wanted the press to
speech and Abram Kronsberg, Union and the treatment of
Black Panthers here in America.
attend their meeting with the
Co-chairman of the symposium
Hijackers
Russian scholar, but that he was
was forced to close the
Soviet Union a
the
"If
in
unwilling. They said they felt
discussion.

group of people, say, trying to
hijack a plane, are being tried
strictly in keeping with the law,
whether you like this law or not,
this is regarded as a monstrous
abuse of democracy."
"If in the USA the police kill
leaders of the Black Panthers in
bed, or if the National Guard
shoots students and kills some of
them, this, naturally, evokes the
protests of the many Americans
for a number of days. Yet, on
the whole, it is regarded as a
small misunderstanding, not
changing the basic fact that
America remains a perfect model
of democracy for the entire
world."
He added, "People are
beginning to understand that the
Americans have their hands full
in their own country, and that
this is too much to use the
nation's energy and a substantial
part of the national resources for
dubious undertakings overseas,
even if they are camouflaged
with fancy words about 'concern
for democracy' and `freedom'.
Cooperation
He ended his address saying,
"Our countries, just as all the
other countries of the world,
must change over to cooperation
for preventing war,for stepping
up the economic, scientific and
cultural development of their
countries and of all mankind, for
man's wellbeing and happiness. I
can firmly say that all these are
the goals of the Soviet people
and its government."
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Pass-Fail Plan Will Go To Academic Council
BY MICHAEL BERKE
Students taking courses
pass-fail achieve nearly the same
grades they receive in courses
taken for a letter grade,
according to a report submitted
by Director of Advising and
Counseling Fredrick G. Dierman
for consideration by the
Committee on Undergraduate
Studies.
The Committee is scheduled
to recommend changes in the
pass-fail option rules to the
Academic Council at its meeting
on November 24. Dierman
refused to release his report until
the council meeting.
Proposed changes include
allowing students to change their
registration in a course from a
pass-fail to letter grade or from
letter grade to pass-fail at any
time during the semester;
allowing second semester seniors

to take all their courses pass-fail;
and allowing more time to select
courses for pass-fail grading.
Refusal to Comment
Associate Dean for
Undergraduate Studies Sigmund
R. .skind, chairman of the
Committee on Undergraduate
Studies, refused to state which
changes the committee had
tentatively agreed to.
According to committee
member Jon Liebman,
Geography and Environmental
Engineering, the Committee on
Undergraduate Studies resolved
one year ago that minutes of all
meetings would be available to
students as soon as they had
been written up. Suskind,• who
was recently appointed associate
dean, stated that he could find
no record of the resolution.
"Pass-fail is a great thing. I'd
like to see more of it," said

Committee on Undergraduate
Studies member Frederick T'
Sparrow, Political Economy.
"From what I've seen of the
results, it's quite successful,"
Suskind asserted. He continued
that there is no indication that a
student taking a course pass-fail
does less well that students
taking the course for a grade.
"In general students perform
very close to their normal level
of performance in pass- fail
courses," Dierman stated.
Facts and Figures
According to figures prepared
by Registrar Robert Cyphens for
Dierman, during the spring
semester of 1971 eleven per cent
of students received A's in
pass-fail courses, 39 per cent
received B's, 35 per cent
received C's, five per cent
received D's and 1.4 per cent
failed.

"The most satisfying part of
Dr. Dierman's analysis is that
pass-fail is. not an academic
sink," Suskind stated. Few
students use the pass-fail option
to slough off in a course, he
explained.
According to Dierman, the
purpose of the pass-fail option is
to encourage students to explore
areas outside of their major
concentrarion.
"It's being used in a way that
'suggests to me a rather mature
assessment of a course," Suskind
1• concluded.
Outside of Major
According to Dierman, students
generally take pass-fail courses
outside their major
concentration
Data compiled by the
Registrar for the spring term of
1971 show that nineteen per
cent of students who took a

CAL_npus Conversations

Macksey Speaks On Utopian U.
By WALTER MOORE
This week's Campus
Conversations with Dr. Richard
Macksey Humanities, centered
on the utopian university and
how Hopkins fails to meet this
utopian standard.
A light attendence and a
moderate amount of
Participation by the audience,
marked this week's discussion.
Macksey held the floor for a
great deal of the time, giving his
views on the well-worn topic of
"What's wrong with Hopkins."
Macksey pointed out the
danger of universities asserting in
their catalogues they are suitable
for everyone and will provide for
an individual's particular needs.
"In a ludicrously small
university such as Hopkins there
are a limited number of utopias
available."
But Macksey went on to say
Hopkins' size has a hidden

virtue. "If a guy put his mind to
it, I suppose, he could get to
know every undergraduate on
campus, and its not entirely
inconceivable that he could do
the same with the faculty."
However, he did concede to the
inaccessability of faculty
members to undergraduates
when they are out of class.
Many Wounds
A discussion of the "numbers
game" ensued, and the
anti-quantitative views expressed
by Macksey showed a negative
opinion to the system of grading
currently used by the
administration.
The financial crisis at
Hopkins, another subject of
deep emportance to the
undergraudates and graduate
students alike, was compared to
a man bleeding to death from
many wounds. "Of course you
have to plug the holes, but if

1FOOD COMPLAINTS?

* DSRC OFFICE *
1-2:30 p.m. Wed; 1-4:00 p.m. Thurs.
across from mail room, freshman dorms

you become overzealous in your
efforts, the man will suffocate."
In addition to his startling
analogies Macksey proposed the
baseball system of bringing in
young professors and keeping
them for five to seven years and
then moving them to other
universities after their prime.
Other systems similar to this one
have been implimented at
colleges such as Swarthmore and
Bryn Mawr. The way the faculty

A professional
ABORTION
that is safe,
legal &
inexpensive

MENU
SUBS
PIZZA
CHICKEN
SPAGHETTI
YOU NAME IT

The Very Best

HARRY LITTLE
Carry Out Shops
32nd near Greenmount
25th near Greenmount
Serving you unt:
alw 2AM every
night

is structured now, said Macksey,
"I don't think Hopkins can
survive on the life of it's Emeriti
professors."
Between the furious ignition
of matches and the languid wisps
of his cigar smoke as it spiraled
before his burning eyes, Macksey
gave his viewpoint on varied and
sundry issues. "There is nothing
cheaper around this university
than scepticism," he asserted
aggressively.

can be set up on an
outpatient basis by calling
The Problem Pregnancy
Educational Service, Inc.

215-722-5360
24 hours-7 days
for professional, confidential
and caring help.

course pass-fail were natural
science area majors and twenty
three per cent were social and
behavioral science area majors.
No figures have been tabulated
for this semester, he said.
Forty three per cent of the
courses ichosen for pass-fail
grading were in The humanities.
The most popular course
selected was Introduction to the
History of Art, selected by 64
students who comprised 33 per
cent of the total course
enrollment,
Other courses frequently
selected were Shakespeare,
pass-fail enrollment 43; History
of Modern Philosophy, pass-fail
enrollment 34; Personality
Theory, pass-fail enrollment 30;
and Introduction to Music
Through Literature, pass-fail
enrollment eleven.
"More and more courses are
selected for pass-fail grading,"
Dierman stated.
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Urban High Schools are Center's Concern
utilize the university facilities
and faculty while receiving
financial funds from the
Department of Education.
There are seven other such
centers throughout the country,
set up in a similar fashion and
designed to complement each
other on various research
problems. In addition, there are
ten applied labs, which deal with
the problem of implementing
innovations in schools.
All five of the areas seek to
find ways to further student
involvement in their high
schools. School organization
studies governance systems and
choices of activities in high
school. James McFarland stated
that most students are either
very interested in governance or
they are not interested al all.
This latter group, he claims,
should be provided with a large
range of choice to further their
interactions with other students.
McFarland states that this
would lead to a better rapport
between those students
interested in governance and
those in other areas. Such
rapport would become a
valuable means to help student§.

By RICHARD BLAND
In the hopes of instilling
urban high schools with more
participatory extracurricular
activities for students, the
Center for Social Organization
of Schools conducts educational
research in five different areas.
Since 1966 the Center has
worked out of North Charles,
where 15 researchers, four
Hopkins professors and Director
John Holland, Psychology, study
how education influences
students and investigate
responses to observation of
wide-spread "apathy" among
urban high school students.
The five divisions of work of
School Organization, headed by
Dr. James McFarland; Holland
heads the Center and also the
Careers and Curriculum
department; Steve Kitter of the
Academic Games department,
Ellen Greenberger of Talents and
Competencies and Drs. James
Coleman, Peter Rossi, and
Zahaua Blum of Social
Accounts.
John Hollifield, the editor of
the Center's publications,
commented that the original
idea behind the center was to

The self-directed search under
John Holland explores the area
of vocational guidance. It bases
its findings on the assumption
that there are six basic
personality types in the world,
and six basic work
environments. Says Holland, "If
a person has a certain type of
personality the chances are that
his best chance for general
happiness will lie somewhere
among one of six work areas."
Talents and Competencies

conducts a testing service which
attempts to measure maturity.
There are a wide variety of
factors considered as indicators
of maturity, including racial
attitudes, academic motivation,
and social poise.
Social Accounts investigates
how education effects
occupational achievement for
blacks and whites. In general,
the results thus far indicate that
blacks. have a tougher time
throughout their education,

largely due to social class and
background differences.
Academic Games
The last area, Academic
Games, has invented such
simulative devices as "The
Ghetto Game," which are
intended to expose smaller
children to the frustrations of a
ghetto youth, and thus imbue
some new insight into the
problems of other students at an
early age.

The Catholic Community On Campus
Thanksgiving Vacation Schedule:
Final Weekday Liturgy - Tuesday,
November 23rd - 12:05 p.m.
Levering Hall Chapel
Sunday, November 28th One Liturgy only!
10:30 a.m. in the NEWMAN HOUSE
2941 N. Charles
Regular schedule resumes Monday,
November 29th.
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Expansion In Urban Studies Is Considered

By JACKIE DOWD
Both students and faculty are
Presently working to expand
offerings in the Urban Studies
Program in the Social Relations
department by meeting with
interested students and
determining their demands.

Sol Levine

A meeting will be held in the
Great Hall November 21 at
1 2 : 0 0 . All faculty,
administrators and students
interested in Urban Affairs are
invited to attend, according to
Doctrow.
Jerry Doctrow, an
undergraduate majoring in
Urban
Studies a n d who is
coordinating the meeting stated
that the main problem was one of
information and communication.
"As a freshman, there is
virtually no information
available to you on urban
courses. If you happen to meet
the right people at the right
time, you can become informed
and take advantage of urban
offerings. Otherwise you're just
out of luck," said Doctrow.
Dr. Peter Rossi Social
Relations, stated that there is a
sufficient number of people

Social Sciences
(continued from page 1)

ample
core of instruction."
In spite of this confidence in
their basic program, professors
With a recommended schedule of
courses for those interested in
this area.
"Most successful programs are
ones with some structure. We
should apply this lesson and give
more structure, or the option for
it," said Niehans.
Crenson agreed that the social
science program is incoherent,
but suggested that any logical
progression of courses would be
arbitrary.
James Deese, Psychology,
expressed clearly what many of
the professors thought of their
area of study. "On all objective
criieria, Hopkins is
e xtraordinarily strong in the
Social Sciences. We have an
have objections and realize the
limitations in the social sciences.
One area about which
students have complained, and
Which professors hope to
improve, concerns the actual
programs. Changes in this area
are coming, according
to
Crenson. The applied use of
theory and disciplines obtained
in the classroom is
appropriate
to this field of discipline,
he
said.
Crenson pointed to the
Mayor's Fellowship program, the
Curriculum for Political
Leadership, the independent
studies possible to students, and
freshman seminars as evidence
that student demands are
beginning to be met. Niehans
suggested a course in applied
economics which would have
students make policy decision
based on case book studies.
Deese mentioned work at East
Baltimore's Kennedy Institute.
Another limitation of the
present program is the virtual
exclusion of two growing fields
in social science, linguistics
and
anthropology. One professor
suggested that work could be
done over the minimester in
such fields.
Large classes in the courses
that are offered, coupled with
• number of
Professors, is still another

difficulty perceived by students
and professors alike.
Niehans pointed out that large
classes are going to be a
necessity for some time to come.
He explained that getting
professors to teach introductory
courses in two sections would
halve the class size but those
sections would still be
unacceptably large.
He suggested, however, that
more courses, seminars with a
class size between 25 and 40
would be very acceptable.
Crenson, like nearly all of the
professors contacted, suggested
that big classes require
professors to be entertaining,
but not necessarily informative.
Deese took a different stance,
saying that poor lectures are
sometimes the best teachers
because they require the
students to do the work on their
own,regardless of class size.
Peter Rossi, Social Relations,
cited his department as being in
need of more professors. "Social
Relations is too small a
department to offer what are
ordinarily undergraduate
offerings in a university," he
said.
He added that the division of
a professor's time between his
own research and his grad
students exacerbates the
problem of a small faculty size.
Deese commented that in
addition to more faculty, more
students are needed to create an
intellectual atmosphere that is
appropriate to the field of study.
With only four or five
undergraduates he could name as
totally committed to work in
Psychology, Deese said the
interaction among students was
too small.
"If you double the students in
social sciences it would create a
critical mass." Deese said later,
"We can attract students with
programs designed to attract
them."
Rossi offered a possible
formula for solution of the ills
facing social sciences. "Add one
third more faculty, one quarter
more students and put one half
of the budget into the hands of
an undergraduate dean."

working in Social Relations and
Urban Affairs to have a
curriculum. in Urban Studies.
He emphasized that the big
question was "Is there enough
interest on the part of the
students?" He explained that
there is common ground for
students and administration to
work to put together an
inter-disciplinary program.
Willing To Help
Doctrow empahsized that a
good student turnover at the
meeting November 21 was
critical He explained that there
are many people dealing with
urban affairs willing to listen to
suggestions and help to improve
the present program.
"There are professors willing

to help out by teaching courses
and aiding in independent
study," said Doctrow. "It should
be advantageous to students to
meet with these faculty
members and discuss
expectations in the field."
Many people in urban related
areas have been invited to the
meeting.Dr. Sol Levine from the
Center of Urban Affairs will
speak on the subject of urban
studies. Other faculty members
from Homewood who have
expressed interest in urban
affairs will be present along with
some administrators.
"Students will be given a
chance to meet the people who
are involved in urban areas, learn
what they're doing, and become

informed about resources at
Hopkins,"said Doctrow.
Suggestions Accepted
He explained that suggestions
will also be taken concerning
proposals to the Academic
Council relating to changes in
programs. Possibilities are a
demand for more offerings, and
more widespread information.
"What we really need is a
structured program with clear
organization," Doctrow asserted.
Doctrow concluded by stating
that this is the best opportunity
thus far to get students, faculty
and administrators who are
concerned with urban affairs
together and enable students to
become involved in their field

Program For Politicos
Seeking to bring students
people to enter elective politics,
interested in politics as a career
temper their idealism with
into contact with actual political
reality, and work for change
situations, the Curriculum for
within the system."
Political Leadership Program will
CPL planners also hope "to
initiate its second series of expose elected officials to the
internships in government during
ideas, thoughts, and creative
this year's mini-mester.
energies of the contemporary
Over a two-year period, CPL
generation."
interns serve as aides to city
As conceived, the
councilmen, then to a state
multi-university program will
legislator, and finally to a
place five Hopkins juniors in the
member of Congress.
offices of local city and county
For their participation in the
councilmen, full-time during the
program,students receive a small
January term, part-time
grant and academic credit at
throughout the spring semester,
Hopkins. The grant amounts to and full-time for eight weeks
$75 for the mini-mester, $75 for
during the summer.
the spring semester, $300 for the
Following the successful
summer, and $200 for the senior
completion of this stage of the
year. Credit varies from 1-2
program, students will be placed
credits during January to 3-6
in the office of a state politician
credits for the spring semester.
part-time .during their senior
Political Training
year.
As envisioned by CPL
coordinators, the program offers
the opportunity to develop the
skills requisite to holding elected
office including campaigning,
(continued from page 3)
serving constituents, making
committee will be successful,"
speeches, and drafting
he concluded.
legislation.
i:Louise DeBoy, the new.
Group seminars for the
manager
of Macke Food Co. was
interns from different
unable to comment on the
universitites enable them to
committee. "I just took over this
share their observations and
week and so far I have not been
experiences.
contacte
d concerning a
Each intern is required to
write at least one paper dealing
with his experience as. a political
aide.
Objectives
Have an intimate rendevous
As designed, the CPL program
over a Harley's Sub and a
incorporates a number of
Coke.
objectives. One of these is "to
Harley's, the Class in
strengthen the democratic
Carry out.
process by encouraging young
3111 St. Paul St.
• OPEN LATE
-

Finally, each participant will
be assisted in finding a
three-month Congressional
internship during the summer
following graduation.
Juniors of all majors and
political views are eligible to
apply. However, evidence of a
commitment to politics in
general and to the entire
two-year continuum of
internships was listed as a
desirable attribute in those
chosen to participate.
Application, along with
additional information, are
available in the Political Science
Department office. The deadline
for application is December 1.
This is the second year of
operation for the CPL program.
Five Hopkins students
participated in the pilot program
last year.
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committee," she said.
Moll commented that thus far
the committee has not been too
successful. He explained,
though, that experience with
Macke indicate their willingness
to make improvements. "So far
we really haven't gotten
together. If we work together
things should be all right
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Vice-Pres. Selection Process is
until the weekend.
By BILL WITTING
Four people asked for and
Today, the SC has a new
received permission form Bates
Vice-President. The lack of
to sit on the interviewing
organization which was evident
committee. Yet two of them,
in its previous actions
Shep Hoffman and Steve
characterized the
LeGendre, assert that Bates
Vice-Presidential selection as
made no attempt to notify them
have
members
SC
well. Some
when the interviews were finally
stated the Pete Zales was a good
scheduled for Sunday evening.
choice. However, those same SC
As a result, only three people
criticized
members have strongly
were on hand to hold the
the selection process. "I didn't
interviews.
like the process by which he was
Of the two interviewers
chosen," said Bob Belflower, SC
besides Bates, only one, John
member."It stinks."
Ryan, in an SC member, the
Confusion Reigns
other Dave Boekle, a graduate
Belflower agreed with others
student.
that the confusion which
Bates contacted Ryan at
dominated the process hindered
11:00 Sunday morning to ask
a careful selection of a
him to notify applicants of the
Vice-President. "I don't think
anyone knows exactly what times of their interviews. Ryan
happened except Gerry, and he's said that the calling was
not going to tell anyone," he
stated.
The SC Constitution does not
make provision for the filling of
a vacancy in the office of the
Vice-President. Not without
(continued from page 1)
precedent, Bates decided at the Council president maintain order
.SC meeting on Monday, throughout a meeting, and
NOvember 1, to have an SC sessions often end after'
committee headed by himself representatives walk out.
select the new man rather than
"The Council allows its
resort to a time-comsuming emotions to take over its
election. This was because the reasoning," commented
principle function of the Sophomore class President
Vice-President is to handle social Frank Kollman. "They act first
affairs. At the time of the and think about the
vacancy, someone was needed to consequences later."
organize the imminent
The SC's move to recall
Youngbloods Concert.
students from administration
Bates decided to hold connected committees drew
interviews of applicant solicited criticism from the
from the student body at large administration and students.
on Friday night. However, he
Dean George Benton stated,
failed to ger the notice into "I don't really know if this is
students' mailboxes until late what the undergraduates want. I
Friday morning.
think the Council should
Interviews were scheduled for organize themselves and work on
6-8:00 p.m. However, because student matters." Benton
Bates had a prior engagement indicated that he felt there was
and did not arrive until after no truly representative student
7:00, interviews were postponed group on campus.

completed by 1:00.
The final selection was
submitted to the SC for approval
Monday, November 8, and was
approved by a vote in which
Bates cast an affirmative,
tie-breaking ballot.
The lack of planning and
coordination which
characterized this process drew
widespread criticism from SC
representatives. "There whould
have been a better procedure,
either an election or an
organized selection
process,"Belflower stated.
Particularly important in this
respect was Bates' failure to
distribute his announcement
until Friday. When he discussed
what the procedure would by at
the SC meeting, he indicated

uestioned

that the notices would be out by
Wednesday.
Because of the delay, anyone
who failed to check his mailbox
Friday afternoon was
automatically eliminated as a
possible applicant for the
Vice -Presidency. All SC
members consulted agreed that
better notice should have been
given of the upcoming selection
proceedings.
The failure to contact
Hoffman and LeGendre, both of
whom had specifically indicated
their interest in serving on the
committee and had been
approved by Bates as members
of that committee also elicited
diemay."We could chalk that up
to an administrative oversight,"
Hoffman suggested.
Bates' interest in this action is

revealing. "I don't know
anything about it," he stated. I
just presumed that the people
who were interested in it would
by there (at the interview session
Sunday night)." He refused to
explain how they were supposed
to ger there if they were not
informed as to when and where
the meeting would by.
According to various sources,
at least some of the SC members
agreed that the pressing need for
someone to fill the position
necessitated a selction procedure
rather than a time- consuming
election. No one knew at the
time how confused the process
would turn out to be.
Boehlke explained the
proceedings very succinctly. "We
did it in a very expeditious
manner," he said.

Student Council Has Difficulties

CHRISTMAS IS COMING

politicos who don't know where
Many of the students on the
they're going," said on
committees in question have
sophomore
refused to resign upon request of
the SC. "I'm not going to resign
Although the Council is
just because the Student Council
responsible for part of the blame
tells me to," remarked ASAC . for the lack of student support,
Hopkins undergraduates rarely
representative Brian Phelan.
show interest in the Council's
Alienation
endeavors.
One of the Council's major
"Face it, Hopkins is an
problems is its lack of
apathetic campus. Most students
are more concerned with their
communications with the
diem tests than governance,"
undergraduates and
administration, a situation that
said another sophomore.
leads to distrust from both
"Council members are the only
ones interested in changing
groups.
The Council's alienation from
things."
the student body has hindered
The leadership of the SC is
its attempts to develop a new
another focus of criticism. Both
Council members and
governance system. Though the
Council has made repeated
undergraduates attribute the
requests for student input, they
Council's lack of direction and
have received little response.
organization to this problem.
No Leader
Insubordination
"The Student Council has no
leadership," asserted Frank
"The Council's effectiveness is
Kollman. "Gerry Bates acts only
greatly reduced without student
in his babysitting capacity at the
support. No one wants to
meetings." Other SC
support a group of student

representatives have criticized
Bates for his lackof leadership.
Recently the Student Council
appointed a new Vice President
without holding a student vote.
A panel of three headed by
Bates nominated Peter Zales for
the position for approval by the
Council.
Apathy
"Bates appointed Zales
because he is working on the
Youngbloods concert and was of
immediate value to the
Council," explained one SC
member. Last week the Council
appointed Chris Ohly as
chairman of their Governance
Committee without a student
referendum.
Limited by a lack of
credibility with undergraduates
and administration the SC is
attempting to establish a system
of governance. Unless the
Council learns from its mistakes
the project will mostly probably
be chalked up as another SC
failure.

V.
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Wm.Sloane Coffin Goucher Intersession
Gives Loyola Speech Hopptes May Still Apply
By WARREN GULIN
Anti-war activist William
Sloane Coffin Jr. called for an
international army and an
international income tax at
Loyola College last Tuesday,
before a crowd of 18.
The Yale Chaplain, who was
acquitted along with Benjamin
Spock of violating Draft Laws,
suggested courses of action for
those interested in humanizing
the world.
His discussion entitled "The
Promised Land or Back to
Egypt: A Choice for America"
drew parellels between the peace
movement and the Israelites'
flight from Egypt. Coffin hopes
that the Movement will be able
to weather the current apathy,
resist the urge to relent and
move on to the Promised Land.
"Above all we must not go back
to Egypt','he added.
Coffin attributed the
Movement's present inaction and
indirection to fear and the lack
of noble leaders in the
Government's upper echelons.
Fear Truth
"We fear the truth, because of
what it would require of us." He
continued, "The worst thing
man can do is to put a freeze on
history. It is an affront to God
to return to Egypt, to hold back
in fear and trembling."
He blamed America's

traditional distrust of politics for
the poor quality of its leaders.
To prove his point,
Coffin quoted Plato who
observed, "What is honored in a
country is cultivated there."
While discussing the history of
ferment, Coffin expressed
sympathy for violence prompted
by compassion for the
persecuted. "What is worse to
have on one's hands— blood or
water like Pilate?"
Coffin urged the audience to
continue to struggle for change.
"But before one can act for true
change one must realize, like
Thoreau, that 'I am a citizen of
the world first'." The Reverend
would like to see a world family
and an end to interventionism
and provincialism. "The Pax
Americana is no longer
practical," he asserted.

By MICHAEL GRANET
In spite of administrative
'obstacles, Hopkins' students still
may apply for the extensive
Goucher intersession courses.
The offerings, sixty-nine of
them in all range from formal
subjects such as Biochemical and
Biophysical Research
Techniques to informal subjects
such as Biochemistry ofDiet and
Exercise.
Hopkins students wishing to
apply must submit the form for
courses taken at another school
at the Registrar's office. In
addition, the limited open
courses remaining at Goucher
cost $250 for which an

application and $15 fee are due
January 1. Information and
forms are available from
Goucher's registrar.
Nuts and Bolts
Popular though now closed
Goucher courses include Nuts
and Bolts in Contemporary
Society: Kits and Cars. Thirty
Goucher girls will either build a
stereo or master car mechanics.
Two courses, Death of the
Family and Civil Disobedience:
Past and Present highlight
Psychology Department
offerings. The former involves
emerging family patterns, and
the latter will compare Socrates
to Thoreau.

Thirty Goucher students will
visit Moscow to study Russian
civilization. Two independent
smaller groups will visit Paris and
London examining theatre in
their respective cities. Another
group will set out on a marine
biological excursion to
Venezuela.
Still another group will travel
to Lumberton, N.C., to compare
the native Lumbee Indian
habitat to inner-city Baltimore's
small Lumbee Population.
Other course offerings which
have attracted many students are
Computer Science for
Non-science Majors, and Tarot
arid I Ching.

PERSONAL

40 pages of brand
new pre-marital
material. Free.

International
"In such a time," said Coffin,
"we need an international army
and an international income tax.
We must petition Congress to
give tax deductible income to
the United Nations where it can
be used to fight starvation and
pestilence."
He agreed with Yale professor
Charles Reich's attacks on the
inhumanity of the corporate
state and asserted that it must be
resisted.

The Office of the Chaplain
presents

PLYMOUTH ROCK
with

The New Apocalypse Band
a multi-media comment on
Thanksgiving and America

a.m. in Levering Hall
Sunday 21 November

11:00

{TONY ABATO
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Unisex Cutting
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Hair Studio
923 Charles St.
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BALTIMORE'S BIGGEST
AND BEST SELECTION
BELLS

from $4.99

BODY SHIRTS

from $4.99

SUITS

from $39
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Before you buy an engagement ring you must see the
new 1972, full-color Vanity Fair catalog. It could save
you an awful lot of money.
Vanity Fair has been selling diamonds to dealers
across the United States since 1921. Now in a new
direct-marketing policy we are offering college students the same dealer prices.
What kind of prices? Well, let's forget all the fancy,
confusing definitions: We'll just say that our selling
price to you averages 50% less than just about anyone else's selling price. Whether they call themselves
retailers, wholesalers, discounters or dealers. We
absolutely guarantee that savings in writing. Or your
money back.
We make our guarantee because as an importer of
diamonds and manufacturer of Vanity Fair Diamond
rings, we handle the entire process of making a finished Vanity Fair ring ourselves. There are no middleman profits to drive up the price.
And only Vanity Fair knows how to keep costs down
without compromising quality. A look at our new 40page, full-color catalog will convince you of that. This
coupon will bring it to you free. Or, if you prefer, visit
our showrooms at 1234 Manor Shopping Center,
Millersville Rd., Lancaster, Pa. 17603.

Jewelers and Distributors 1234 Manor Shopping Center
Millersville Road Lancaster, Pa. 17603
Please send me a free 1972 Vanity Fair Catalog.
Name

SKINNY RIBS

from $3.98

Only a few short blocks from campus
at 31st 8 Greenmount

Address
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School
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Security
The East Baltimore neighborhood which surrounds the
Hopkins Medical Institutions has one of the highest rates
of violent crime of any section of the city; Baltimore has
the highest rate of violent crime of any city in the nation.
Clearly, Hopkins Hospital and other University facilities
near it face unusual security problems. Administration policy and practice concerning protection certainly seem to
be unusual, but in a way hardly conducive to safety.
On November 7, two News-Letter reporters, acting on
a call from an ex-Pinkerton guard, walked through the
Hospital and found protection to be almost non-existent.
Contacted last week, University officials claimed that security had been tightened, although those most directly
connected with the situation hedged their statements
about the effectiveness of the protection. Another look at
the Hospital revealed no improvement at all; no one working at the Institutions can be said to be any safer. Bureaucracies are notoriously lethargic, but Hopkins has had decades, not weeks, to work on the problem. Hopkins pays
Pinkerton Guardian between four and five dollars per hour
for each of the men the company provides, and those men
receive $1.85 per hour, and no meaningful training, from
the company. The next time you're in trouble, call an
administrator.

Governance
Members of the Student Council governance committee
seem to be approaching their task in earnest, and it looks
as if they will produce an imaginative governance report by
the December 1 deadline. This groupseems to have the
enthusiasm and unity that has been painfully lacking from
most SC projects this year. This committee could well put
the Council back on its feet by making it the true
undergraduate representative body in the fight for a larger
student voice in the running of the University.
One detail of the proposal that the SC committee is
currently favoring needs revision. Plans call foa a
15-member committee to deal with the governance of the
school. The size of this group is entirely too small. It is
essential that the new governance system change the
undergraduates' perception of his relationship to the
University. Another committee hidden away in some
conference room will not do this. A larger body, a
University Senate, would allow the true representatives of
the students and faculty to stand on equal footing in an
atmosphere that would submerge the personalities of the
participants and allow the issues to dominate.

"This Here Boy Is A Strict Constructionist. He'll
Uphold The Straight Old U.S. Constitution
Without All Those Fandangled Amendments
About People's Rights"

To the Editors:
I note with displeasure the
article which appeared in
Tuesday's News-Letter, entitled,
"Protocols of Matveyev," and
spuriously by-lined "by Focal."
The story purported to describe
something about the appearance
at the Milton S. Eisenhower
Symposium of Dr. V.A.
Matveyev, an editor of Izvestia.
It is apparent that the author
of the piece in question either
did not attend, or did not
comprehend, the sense of Dr.
Matveyev's remarks. One of his
most salient statements
concerned the necessity for
closer cooperation between the
citizens of the Soviet Union and
the United States, through a
sophisticated understanding of
each other's culture and life. In
attributing to Dr. Matveyev
certain anti-Semitic remarks,
which he supposedly "deleted
(continued on page 15)

The Presidency

Frontrunner
Joe Cantor
Last Tuesday in this space, it was argued that
although Ed Muskie remains the front runner for
the Democratic nomination next July, there are
certain problems inherent in that much
sought-after rank. Two of those problems are the
pressure he comes under to keep the public's
interest for such an extensive period, and the
pressure to take decisive stands on issues which
might alienate certain groups in his broad
coalition of support.
There is, in addition, a third dilemma — how
to maintain a solid lead in the face of
fragmentation of votes resulting from too many
candidates. Even if he manages to overcome
numerous opponents in the primaries, there may
well be the specters of Humphrey and Kennedy
waiting in the background, not having entered
the primaries themselves. They are the two who
Muskie fears most as potential threats; they are
the other two great powers in the party.
So these are some of the things undoubtedly
going through the minds of the Muskie cohorts at
this early stage. This is not to suggest his
campaign is faltering. Quite the contrary: he still
maintains a commanding lead over his likely
competitors among the various elements of the
party. But these are the problems which have
surfaced and may prove to be real detriments
unless dealt with effectively.
It is striking to note how many parallels can be
drawn between the positions of Muskie now and
Richard Nixon in 1968. Candidate Nixon entered
the race in 1968 as the acknowledged front
runner for his party's nomination. His
organization was superb and his funds plentiful.
He sensed that his role was to stick to the middle
ground and offer quiet reason in the midst of the
turmoil in the nation. Flanked by Rockefeller on
the left and Reagan on the right, he warned his
party to avoid extremes. Nixon, unlike his two
intraparty competitors, was at least acceptable
(albeit unenthusiastically) to all factions. To
maintain his strong lead, he refused to debate his
opponents, lest they gain at his expense. The
tactics of moderation, having proved successful
in Miami, were maintained during the Fall
campaign. Nixon made public stands on issues
with great caution and took great pains not to
alienate any groups in his "new coalition."
By avoiding questions and confrontations with
Humphrey and Wallace, he came under charges
of evasiveness during the closing weeks of the
campaign. The persuasiveness of the charges was
evidenced in the dramatic shrinkage of his
support and the unexpected closeness of the final
vote. That his tactics had backfired towards the
Joe Cantor is a junior political science major.

end is undeniable. But that he managed to
emerge victorious is even more undeniable.
One has just to listen to Muskie skirting the
questions asked him by reporters to appreciate
his moderate temperament and centrist position
in his party to recognize the possibility that his
campaign might take on a good degree of the
tenor of Nixon's three and one-half years ago.
That George McGovern and others will accuse
him of evading the issues is a sure bet. Muskie's
great lead and his centrist position will likely
force his workers to adopt a strategy much like
Nixon's. Whether it will backfire somewhere
along the line is the big question. With a
personality generally more popular than Nixon's
and a more fundamental set of democratic
values, Muskie would hope to avoid the pitfalls
of his likely Republican opponent's previous
campaign.
The strategy for countering some of the
potential problems can be pieced together from
events that have occurred and from common
sense. Some elements of the strategy are as
follows:
First; to avoid over-exposure in the press,
delay the announcement of candidacy until the
momentum resulting from it can be sustained
until the convention. Originally slated for
September, the formal declaration has been
pushed back to January, 1972.
Second; use the precious moments of
non-candidacy to build a stronger organization
and to meet with party leaders around the
country in a more low-deyed manner. All of this
is being done behind the scenes.
Third; begin an effort to create a deliberate
groundswell movement for Muskie. A few weeks
ago, Missouri's Governor (Hearnes) and its two
Senators (Symington and Eagleton) held a joint
news conference to announce their support of
Muskie. One can expect a long string of
announcements(some dramatic, others less so) at
regular intervals, thus creating a bandwagon
effect. The more politicians who board the
bandwagon, the more will follow. The
momentum it picks up would tend to discourage
other candidates from entering the race,
hopefully ones with as much clout as Humphrey
and Kennedy.
Fourth; avoid overzealous positions on issues.
Remain non-committal when possible. When
circumstances demand Muskie to speak out
forthrightly, he will generally take the liberal
view,as it is in keeping with his political outlook.
But the liberalism will be tempered with enough
caution and pragmatism to placate his right flank
as well. In the recent battle for credential's
chairman of the convention, the party reformers
(continued on page 15)
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Various crafts being displayed at museum
should each get just that.
Now on display are jocks with
coke bottles representing the
phallus and the inscription "it's
the real thing" engraved on the
strap.
Pots
Supensky has been taken by
ceramics ever since taking a
course in it at USC in '57. He
places little value in the function
of his work. "When I got out of
the Army in '64, I didn't want
to spend my life making pots."
"You don't have to be crazy
to be a craftsman, but it helps,"
joked Nancy Aekler of his
works. Nancy's husband helps in
coordinating the craftsmens'
annual Detroit Auto Show in
fionington, Vermont in June.

a

•
By BILL ABBOTT
_ "Adams had looked at most
of the aceumulation of art in the
storehouses called Art Museums;
yet he did not know how to
look at the art exhibits of
1900." This, Henry Adams
wrote of Henry Adams in 1901.
The art exhibits of 1900 were
those of the American industrial
revolution at the Great
Exposition of 1900 in Chicago.
Adams could not comprehend
the force of the dynamo, of the
technological revolution. Neither
can the more than 30 craftsmen
and women assembled in
marketplace fashion this week at
the Baltimore Museum of Art
displaying and trading their
goods.

Tom Supensky, who along
with Brad McCormick of the
Museum organized the crafts
display, has created one of the
more unique exhibits, ceramic
jock straps. He is a ceramics
teacher at Towson State, and
among other things played
basketball for the faculty team.
He wanted to give the squad a
momento. After many hours of
professional consternation, he
decided that the faculty jocks
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A matchless artist relives her poetry
By LINDA SHARP
Josephine Jacobsen did not
simply read her poetry at the
last Wednesday Noon program,
she relived it. Her mellow,
musical voice gave her words a
depth of expression that it
seemed only she could give.
"The one word for Josephine
Jacobsen is matchless," said
Elliott Coleman, Writing
Seminars professor, as he
introduced her. "Through her
poems, stories, and critiques she
has achieved the highest honor
for an American poet, the
Poetry chair at the Library of
Congress," he continued.
"My selections form a
complete confusion of periods,
subjects, and themes," Jacobsen
prefaced her readings. There
was, however, a dominant
melancholy tone in her views of
man's struggle with himself and
his world which gave her
Presentation a sense of unity.

One of her unpublished
poems, entitled "On My Island,"
concerned the anonymity of
mass murder. She was inspired
by Lt. William Calley's trial, and
she quoted his statement that
"no name, sex, age, or anything
was given in my instructions,
just 'kill Communists'."
Mass Murder
This reminded the poet of a
Caribbean tradition she had
observed on the small island
where she has lived: before
killing the rabid mongooses that
plague the island, the inhabitants
would greet the birds. In her
poem she laments that Calley
"never thought to say 'Good
morning, child'."
The rather earthy imagery of
the first poem she read, "Let
Each Man Remember,"
exhibited a pessimistic, though
not defeatist view of man's daily,
life. She saw men arising each
day with "courage bred in flesh

that is sick to the bone...they are
too brave to say it is simpler to
be dead." "The Dancer' deals
with the ephemeral quality of
what's happening," Jacobsen
said as she prepared to read her
poem which expressed not only
the temporality of such art
forms as dance, but also the very
mortality of man.
Two of her poems were
explicitly about communication.
In "Colby" one part of a man's
consciousness speaks to another
part, a sort of intra-personal
dialectic. The other poem,
"Deaf-mutes at a Ball Game,"
makes the listener wonder
whether the myriad sounds we
hear are truly meaningfull or
actually worthless.
"Country Bath' has to do
with truth as a much more
unpleasant or terrifying
experience than we think. Truth
is death, the death of an
illusion," explained Jacobsen.

Mary Nyberg specializes in
functional pottery. "I just enjoy
making things people use," she
says. She has been making pots
for 14 years, and has been a
student of pottery since
attending a Maine country fair as
a child. There she met Olen
Russun, a - pottery instructor
whose first students founded the
Baltimore Potter's Guild in the
40's.
Dorothy Fix specializes in
fibers and fabrics, and her
husband John is a metalsmith.
She makes tie-dye material for
dresses and for "psychedelic"
background for trade, made
from two flat sheets of silver.
400 hours of stake and hammer
work (and frustration) perfected
its form.

"Time and the Soldier"
emphasizes the importance of
the dead to the living. The poet
quoted her friend Winston
Auden as saying that man
"should not be limited by the
oligarchy of the living," but
should experience, too, the "free
democracy of the dead."
Jacobsen appeared quite
absorbed in her poetry. As she
glanced upward from her various
books, she rarely looked at the
audience. Her glance was
directed somewhere beyond
anything in the room, in the
kind of distraction which often
characterizes artists.
A spokesman for the Office of
Special Events announced that
there will be no program next
Wednesday, the day before
Thanksgiving. The series will
continue on Dec. 1 with the
director of the Baltimore
Museum of Art as the guest
speaker.

John Fix's father was a
metalsmith too, in his spare
time. Grandfather Fix insisted
that his son be a minister.
"Luckily," says Dorthy,"Father
Fix was more lenient." The Fixs
work in a log house studio-home
close to the flaura and fauna of
North Baltimore County.
Jerry Fox left big business at
the age of 46 to devote full time
to a hobby of metal jewelry.
Now 55, Fox laments "wasting
most of my life making money."
"Now I've discovered that's
not what life is all about." For
nine years, Fox has been
working in his studio at home in
Pikesville. He distributes much
of his work to crafts shops
across the nation. "I feel guilty
for selling as much as I am," he
says.
Co-organizer McCormick
expressed "thorough delight"
with the $1500 raised for the
Museum on the first day of the
exhibit. And Toni Supensky,
McCormick's partner, was
equally delighted. He sold two
jocks opening day.

The Barnstormers put on a good production
By STEPHEN TULLOSS
and
SUE WOOLHISER
In a community as large as Homewood's, there are bound to be some fine
musicians, some excellent lacrosse players, some very talented and convincing actors. The Barnstormers have recruited a
number of these last, and their production of Hadrian VII demonstrates it: The
title role, that of Frederick William
Rolfe/Hadrian, showed every sign of being a difficult part; it involved complicated roles-within-roles whichwerethe sine
qua non of the entire play. Ron Waife,
who played Hadrian, had almost singlehandedly to lead the audience through
the tangles and changes of Rolfe/
Hadrian's insanity and the subtleties of
the staging. The difficulty of the part was
apparent only through retrospection;
Waife's performance clarified as well as
controlled' the temper of the show. The
few scenes in which Rolfe did not appear

seemed to be innately weaker than those
which he carried.
The supporting cast in the Barnstormers' production, which ran Friday
through Sunday evenings, was by and
large, more than competent, although
Hadrian, essentially, is a one-man show.
Sloane Ginsberg as Mrs. Crowe and Marti
Noonan as Agnes were memorable for
their supporting roles. Still, in any production of this play, the impression Hadrian makes is necessarily the impression
Hadrian makes.
The first act began. the delineation of
Rolfe's nervous, obsessive religious fervor
and his make-shift, impoverished style of
life. Two auditors hound him for debts
accumulated during the twenty years he
spent seeking ordination. Later, in the
dress of English prelates, they reappear to
offer him the long-sought priesthood,
which he accepts. As an aide to the English Cardinal, he travels to Rome for the
imminent papal election. At the end of

the first act, a fluke of Vatican politicking results in his election to the Holy See;
his coronation is attended by shadows of
his past and his future; Jeremiah Sant,
(Steven Buckingham) an old lover and nemesis-to-be, places the papal crown on his
head as George Rose, an anomaly for that
time and place, looks on.
"Any minute now," says a Jesuit chieftain of Rolfe's translation to Hadrian,
"someone is going to say it is the hand of
God." The second act is devoted to Hadrian VII's attempt at reform of the
Church's worldliness, opposition to his
plans within and without the'Church, and
the eventual triumph of secularism and
Sant the assassin. After Hadrian's death,
the action shifts back to London, where
the auditor-prelates confiscate Rolfe's novel Hadrian VII, the concretion of his fantasies, along with his other possessions.
In Rolfe's novel, the original Hadrian
VII, not Rolfe but George Arthur Rose,
an alter ego, ascends to the papacy.

Luke's stage adaptation divides Rose's
character in two, Rose and Rolfe; Larry
Eisenberg's direction turns Rose into a
woman, played competently by Sherri
Felt. The changewas mystifying, but definitely interesting. Eisenberg apparently was
afraid that the play's homosexual symbolism would be lost on the Hopkins audience without the blatant contrast.
Eisenberg's directorial innovations provided !Merest, if not definition. The play,
to steal a phrase,seemed at times "malevolently gleeful in its wilfull thorniness,"
and Eisenberg obscured nearly as often as
he elucidated. The stark staging, however,
added to the intensity of the generally
excellent acting and costuming. Although
some of the humor of Luke's script was
lost or obscured, the essential tragedy and
pathos of Hadrian VII eluded neither the
cast nor the audience. The performance
surpassed amateur expertise, with the
notable exception of three gum-chewing
acolytes.
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Alternative to Levering

Greasy food and funny people: it's only art
By ART LEVINE
There was no light out yet,
and in the bitter cold of early
morning a young drunk emerged
from the green wooden doors
covering the steps leading to the
basement. He staggered around
to the front of the coffee shop,
slumped inside the foyer, and
you had to brush by him to get
to the second door with the
little sign that said: NEVER
CLOSES.
The Open House, on 227 West
29th Street off of Howard, had
given its greeting.
24 Hours
Open 24 hours a day,
nicknamed by some "The
Greasy Spoon," this coffee
shop's prime virtue is the simple
fact that among all the
not-so-varied eateries in the
Homewood area it is open all the
time to anyone, no matter how
weird. Not so surprising, then,
that a police car idled in an
alleyway with its headlights off,
across from the Open House's
deceptively cottage-like exterior.
Inside, it was very much like

other diners, except there were
no booths and no young
waitresses with teased blonde
hair. Serving a wide variety of
mediocre food were two old
ladies, one fat and the other
quite thin, who shuffled quickly
about their serving and cooking
and cleaning chores, but with a
great reluctance. The bright red
counter circled the grill, where
hamburgers, eggs, and steaks
simmered for the odd
assortment of customers.
Running along the wall above
the grill were small
white-on-black signs promoting
the different dishes, going from
cheeseburgers on the far left
through two pork chops to
hamburgers, the old favorite,
capping the parade on the right.
Bathroom
But compared to the sub
shops in the area, the Open
House offers more ltxuries and
more variety. The main
convenience is the presence of a
bathroom, if you are not afraid
to go downstairs to it, with its
dangerous possibilities

of...creeps. It is clean, however,
and a recent visit revealed no
junkies leaning against a urinal
with needles in their arms, nor
even the expected homosexuals.
The other benefit of the Open
House is the jukebox, with a
selection ranging from Tom
Jones to the Osmond Brothers,
along with other neighborhood
favorites. Most important, of
course, is the food selection,
which includes breakfast dishes,
steaks, sandwiches, omelettes,
salads, desserts, milkshakes— all
at reasonable prices although a
bit greasy.
Changes
As the night wears on at the
Open House, there is an eerie
change in the people who drift
in and out of the place. They are
a tougher and stranger breed
than those who had dropped by
at midnight for a milkshake. No
one, of course, is actually
hassled in this neon night-time
world, but a nice kid from
Hopkins might find himself a
little uncomfortable sitting next

mamas and papas are back!
Once one of the hottest
groups in the country, The
Mamas and the Papas have
gotten back together to produce
their latest album, "People Like
Us." Like the music of their
past, this album is soft and
harmonious. Playing it loud just
isn't what the Mamas and Papas
seem to be interested in.
The foursome, noted for their
harmonizing vocals, still stand
strong hien/hop their voiPes and

creating musical dialogues from
Mamas to the Papas.
Their new album combines
the old Mamas and Papas that
we all remember with some new
trends that have developed in
the music world since their
pre-breakup cuts. They've
brought in shakers and cabas, a
steel drum set, some jazz sax,
and faint undertones of
Honkey-tonk Piano.
Lead Song
The lead sont on the album,
People Like Us, brings together
the unmistakable vocal
virtuosity, of the group with
some soft and flowing, almost
nightclub,. jazz. About halfway

through, some gently chiming
bells bring the music out of the
cellar and onto a sunlit field,
miming the soft outdoor
chirpings of spring. A Jazz flute
shows some of the influence of
the Blues Project, slurring notes
for a light, flighty fade out.
After this subtly soft song,
the Mamas challenge the Papas
in a fast riding song, Pacific
Coast Highway. The steady
momentum -building strums

bring out a good moving beat.
It's a happy driving song, with
some of the sax style heard on
the recent Lennon album.
Denny pounds out the lead vocal
with a natural throbbing voice,
accentuating the beat by the fast
choppy syllables. It's a new
version of I Saw Her Again, a
Mama and Papa standby.
That was just part of a body
of songs recorded as The Mamas
and Papas came to their own.
Monday, Monday, their first AM
hit in 1967 came out around the
time of the 'heavy' Beatles
recording of Rubber Soul.
English groups still flooded
the American radio networks

to the biker from Hampden with
a scar on his right cheek and an
oetefiog"- dangling from one ear.
The freaks, too, are often
rougher than the gentler types
found elsewhere. No flower
power here, bud, it's downers
for them.
Later, the people readying for
the early shifts come in, trying
to stir themselves awake over
coffee and two eggs, sunnyside
up, if you please ma'am. Some
come in quickly, thin and
anxious, keeping their coats on
as they rush through their meal
and then out to the job. Others,
like the fat sleepy truck driver
off in the corner, talk for awhile
with a waitress, linger, slowly
putting on their jackets, braced
for the cold.
The talk around the counter
reflects the differences of the
sort of people drawn to eat at
these late hours. Some are
muted, while stoned freaks near
the jukebox are near hysteria
over their private tale about a
nude girl in a bathtub. Dope, TV
shows, maniacs, arrests,

concerts, taxes, there is nothing
that someone doesn't mention.
When almost everyone has
left, the talk among the
waitresses is resigned and bitter.
One lady with short-cropped
gray hair, her right eye forever
half-closed with a vision defect,
smiles wanly at her colleague.
"Whenever I come in, I have to
clean up everyone else's mess.
I'm going to quit one of these
days," she says, but she and the
other woman know she never
will and she heads back to the
kitchen to clean the dishes.
The Menu
Picking up the menu before
leaving, a visitor glances to the
back of the red-covered menu
and looks at the message in the
back. "We sincerely appreciate
your patronage and will
earnestly endeavor to correct
any complaints brought to our
attention. Kindly direct same to
the Manager— or, if preferred,
drop us a line through the
mails." And the signs say Coffee
Shoppe, too, but it remains!
after all, just the greasy spoon.

President's House
Now Stands Vacant

bringing music more and more in
accord with the ever increasing
drug set. Hendrix and Cream
were the top heavies. The only
news from the Coast was coming
from the Beach Boys, with their
own brand of harmonizing.
Then, a group that didn't fit in
with the heavies, didn't fit into
rock at all really, came out from
California.
America claimed the Mamas
and the Papas as a bulwark

against the English trehu.
California— the Coast— opened
up a new culture; Haight
Ashbury, Hippies, the Diggers.
After that start, The Mamas and
the Papas kept going strong with
album after album, hit after hit.
I Saw Her Again, Words ofLove,
Dedicated To The One I Love,
Boys and Girls Together, and
Look Through My Window, all
broke the chart records.
After three years of
non-productivity, it may be
harder for an old California band
to break into the market, but
old Mamas and Papas enthusiasts
still like reminiscing and may
find something new to reminisce
about.

By RICHARD GURLITZ
The President's residence is
one of those hidden Homewood
buildings that few students ever
notice. Its 1950's, Early
American Colonial style adds to
the building's unobtrusive
position in the rear of the
campus.
The President's house was
built for Dr. Milton Eisenhower
during his previous term of
office at Hopkins. It was
funded by a gift from Thomas S.
Nichols, a Hopkins Alumnus.
Only Dr. Eisenhower and past
President Lincoln Gordon have
lived in the house.
In the past, the President's
house served as a backdrop for
student protest. First in the
spring of 1969, when three.
freshmen were arrested for illegal
possession of marijuana,
students rallied at the
presidential mansion demanding
to speak to the President,
angered by the arrests, their eyes
still tearing from dispersed tear
gas. The harsh flood of television
lights highlighted a melee as Dr.
Gordon addressed the shouting
students through a bull horn.
Students again. approached
the house in the.spring of 1970.
At that time, about 75 anti-war
demonstrators staged a sit down
in front of the Presidential
mansion. They presented their

demands for the University to
end all complicity in the war
effort. Dr. Gordon was not at
home.
At present, the house is
vacant, except for a custodian
who dwells in the master
bedroom. For security reasons,
all of the shades and curtains are
kept drawn. The long dim
interior vistas are telling of a
President's absence.
Furnished
• The Gordons furnished much
of the residence during their
stay, and took the furnishings
with them. Some basic living and
dining room furniture remains.
The sparseness of furniture and
blank wall space asserts the
melancholy of an unused house.
Some time after the house
was vacated by the Gordons,
vandals pried loose the plaque
on the entrance post. The
bronze plaque commemorated
the opening of the house, and its
donor Nichols. The plaque was
replaced.
There doesn't seem to be
much character in this unlived-in
house. The Eisenhower s took it
with them when they left, and
the Gordons took it with them
when they left. It stands now
alone and empty. Its bare
bookshelves and empty closets
await a new resident.
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Youngbloods
By MICHAEL HILL
The Youngbloods have come
a long way since they were one
of the first "hippie" groups to
appear on the Dick Clark Show.
Clark eyed Banana's expansive
halo of hair and asked laughingly
(though you could tell he was serious) if it was real. Banana looked up at him through his curls
with a goofy Marty Allen look
on his face and said,"Yeah. You
wanna touch it? Banana pulled
on his mane a few times, but
Clark nervously refused to join

the fun.
That was about five years
ago when the group was pushing
their top-40 hit "Grizzly Bear."
Few realize that the album that
contained "Grizzly Bear" also
contained "Get Together," their
recent commercial success.
Between those two appearances
on the AM airwaves, the
Youngbloods were producing
some of the best San
Francisco-style music around.
An article in Rolling Stone a
few years back said that -San
Francisco music was an attempt
at combining the ego of rock
music with the community of
folk music. Jefferson Airplane,
Rolling Stone claimed, had come
to represent the rock end of the
spectrum, producing a modified
rock music. If that is true, the
Youngbloods must be
considered the prime examples
of the folk side of the San
Francisco sound.
Oh No
That is not to say that they
are a folk-rock group. Their
music is not to be confused with
the electrified, twelve-string folk
songs of the Byrds and Dylan a
few years back. It is to be
confused with the current
down-home, easygoing, country
style of the Grateful Dead.
Despite their west coast
sound, the Youngbloods are an
east coast group. The leader is
Jesse Colin Young, a very good
guitarist who put out a couple of

solo folk-blues albums. The
other original members of the
group had folk backgrounds.
Banana, Joe Bauer and Michael
Kane came from Cambridge,
while Jerry Corbitt came from
Georgia. (Corbitt is no longer
with the group. "Grizzly Bear"
went with him.) Their folk
background, combined with an
initial desire for crass
commercial success in the rock
world, allowed them to come
out with a San Francisco sound.
They now live on the west coast,
though for years they were
based in New York.
Far Out
Their sound is really
something beautiful. Easy
rhythms dominate, carried along
by Young's precise bass work.
Guitars lightly strumming in the
background accent the beat.
Country riffs, Banana's jazz
piano, and Young's voice stand
out in front. The Youngbloods
have the ability to sound at once
loose yet precise and together so
essential to a Frisco type group.
They can subtly build up a song
that starts slow and easy into a
hard hitting rock song. The
listener is carried along, unaware
of the changes.
The Youngbloods are a very
good group, perhaps one of the
best around. Their concerts are
rumored to approach the
transcendental. Tonight at the
gym should be a very nice
experience.

ME YOUNGROODS IN COMER!
presenied I,JIM S4ullen4 Council
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IF YOU THINK EUROPE
WASCHEAP THISSUMMER,
YOU SHOULD SEE IT THIS WINTER.

$190

For your next holiday you can be in London for $190. Rome $199. Paris
$200. Or Greece $268.
These arejust some ofTWA& low round trip fares for youths between the
ages of12 and 25.
Who knows how much longer they'll be in effect, so for more details call
TWA.
And to help you save money when you're on vacation,send for TWAs new
Getaway* Kit.
It's free and it will tell you where you can get...

BED,BREAKFAST AND SIGHTSEEING
FOR ONLY$4.30A DAY.
Only TWA offers you the Stutelpass.* It is a book of vouchers you can buy
for 10, 15, 20, 25,etc. days for just $4.30 a day.
Each voucher entitles you to a bed,breakfast and sightseeing in 50 European Cities. No advance reservations necessary.
The kit also tells you where to...

RENTA CAR FOR JUST $3.65 A DAY.
In over 15 European Cities, you can drive a car all around the city forjust
2d per kilometer.
1
$3.65 a day, plus gas and 4/
And how to save money with...

SPECIAL SKI TOURS.
TWA has some ofthe lowestpriced skitours toVail,Aspen,and Steamboat.
Or if you want to ski the Alps,take a TWA tour. It save you over 507 of
the cost of travelling alone.
The kit also tells you how to get a...

GETAWAYCARD.
You'll receive an application blank.There's no minimum income requirement. And no yearly maintenance fee.
Use your Getaway Card to charge airfare, Stutelpasses, tours, almost
everything. And then take up to two years to pay.
Now what's even easier than getting away for the holidays, is getting a
Getaway Kit.
Just use the coupon.

ETWA,P.O. Box 402,Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735
Send all the information you have on bargain
vacations in Europe and the U.S.A. to:

D 1571

TWA

Name
elt44120SIMANIVVICNION

Address
City

State

Service marks owned exclusively In TWA.

Zip Code

*MY 0.4.05
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Israel Tour
In association with the Office
of the Chaplain, Western
Maryland College is sponsoring a
study tour of Israel this January.
Designed to appeal to political
science as well as religion
students, the official course
description is "a trip to Palestine
including visits to archaeological
and biblical sites, to kibbutz
im
and modern industrial
developments, and hopefully
involving interviews with
religious scholars and political
leaders."
The cost of the tour is
tentatively set at $650. The size
of the group will probably be

Letters
(continued from page 10)

from his speech, but made
available to the News-Letter,"
your paper is guilty of spreading
the type of hate which the
Speaker had attempted to
discourage. When the
News-Letter itself admits, in a
telephone conversation with this
writer, that the paragraph cited
was "made up" and a
fabrication, the credibility of
Your paper is certainly
diminished. Worse, by
demonstrating such an
insensitivity to the vital problem
of Soviet Jews, the News-Letter
has maligned the good intentions
of those who seek to secure the
rights of free speech and liberty
for the Jews of the Soviet Union
Who must suffer government
oppression.
It is the responsibility of a
free press to exercise a certain
degree of self-control, the most
important element of which is
truth. The News-Letter has done
a disservice to the Universi
ty, to
Dr. Matveyev, and to those who
hope for peace in the 'world
through improved
c ommunication and contact
With the people of the Soviet
Union, but printing without
qualification or explanation the
unfortunate opinions which
appeared on Tuesday.
Larry Loigman

This year's M.S.E. Symposium
was marked by an extreme
amount of interest, and the
Speakers on the whole were very
talkative. However, their
speeches were the subject of a
large amount of words, dealing
With which was inevitably
difficult. In general, the speeches
were edible, but an occasional
Piece of grisel was to be found,
along with the usual corny jokes
and piecemeal footwork. The
questioneers were, of course, the
typical assortment of bad, good,
mediocre, and otherwise.
Numbers of people did attend
the symposium, but that, of
Course, is no indication. The
subject of this year's
sYmproseum was USUR
relationships, which were not
discussed in great detail by some
of the speakers, but were by
Others. The discourse ended
When one of the insipid
questions drove an unsuspected
Speaker insane and he had to be
bodily carried off the stage,
since the program was, in fact,
being televised.

limited to 40, although this is
not final. The dates of the trip
are also flexible, but the
proposed itinerary covers Jan. 3
through Jan. 23.
Academic
"The tour is envisioned as a
serious academic endeavor. We
will try to secure competent and
knowledgeable people to speak
to the group, particularly
members of the faculty of the
Hebrew University in
Jerusalem," explained WMC's
Dean of the Chapel Ira G. Zepp.
One proposal includes tours
of dozens of cities and
kibbutzim, visits to both the
Hebrew University and the Tel
Aviv University, several free days
in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv.
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Frontrunner
(continued from page 10)

(including McGovern)supported
Hughes. Muskie favored Hughes
and quietly let it be known
through his staff, not making a
formal declaration. Hughes lost,
and it is not easy to determine
how Muskie emerged from this
party battle. It seems, as of now,
however, that Muskie has
reassured some of his liberal
supporters while (by softening
his support of Hughes) he
managed not to greatly alienate
his more conservative ones.
Fifth; convince the pros that
his popularity in the polls and
among politicians can be
converted into votes. By making
a good showing in the early

primaries (New Hampshire and
Florida) against numerous
opponents, Muskie can pave his
way to success in the later, more
valuable, primaries. Then,
barring the entry of Edward
Kennedy at a late date (unlikely
unless in a deadlocked
convention), Muskie will sail to
Miami with the nomination
nearly locked up.
What one sees emerging are
some of the fundamental
qualities of a Muskie-for-President campaign. It will be
designed to suit the candidate's
temperament and to maximize
the advantages thereof (i.e.—
sincerity, integrity, etc.). Its
tone will be one of moderation

temperance.
and of
A
deliberate balance will be
attempted between all the varied
components of Muskie's
support. Caution will be the
guide in public utterances and
procedural campaign tactics.
Whether this balance can be held
for ten full months, whether
Muskie can keep his varied
supporters and campaign
workers content, and indeed
whether an acquired tendency of
overcautiousness and evasiveness
would impair his ability to
govern if elected all remain to be
seen. It would be a remarkable
tribute to Ed Muskie if he can
do it.

"I put a lot of bread
into a down payment on my new car
And I'm not going to blow if
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You worked hard for that new car of yours. Now all you've
got to do is take care of it. Part of it's using the right
gasoline. Amoco®. The type most new car owner
manuals recommend.
Amoco is specially formulated for your new car's antipollution engine. Made to help it run better, longer. And
Amoco can double the life of your tail pipe and muffler
compared to fully leaded gasolines; spark plugs last
longer, too.
Amoco Super-Premium gives you all these benefits plus
better mileage than other premiums. It's the only antipollution premium gasoline you can buy.
That's one reason why more new car buyers switch to
Amoco and other gasolines at American than any
other brand.
So now that you've got that new car, use the gasoline
you can count on.

You've got a new car. We've got a new car gasoline.
AMERICAN
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You expect more from American and you get it.—
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Friday, November 19
Film
The Lady Vanishes, 4pm,
LTMBC, Lecture Hall no. 2.
Philadelphia Story, 8 pm,
Baltimore Musium of Art,
Auditorium.
Theatre
The Crucible, 8:30 pm,
Towson State Theatre, $1.50
with any student ID.
Iolanthe, 8:30 pm, CCB,2901
Liberty Heights Ave., $3,
students $2.
Ceremonies in Dark Old Men,
8:30 pm, Back Alley Theatre.
The Trial of the Catonsville
Nine, 8:30 pm, Center Stage.
Escurial, 9 pm, Corner
Theatre.
One Acts— At Liberty, Hello
Out There, The Golden Fleece, 8
pm, Notre Dame, The Little
Theatre, 75 cents.
Music
Trinidad Tripoli Steel Band,
8:30 pm, Towson State, Stevens
Hall, $3.
Emerson's Old Timey Custard
Suckin' Band, the Upstairs, $2.
Blues Back Alley, Jazz, 2-5
am, $2.
Basketball
Bullets vs Buffalo Braves,
8:15 pm, Civic Center, $2.50 to
$5.
Ping! Pong!
Loch Raven Jr. High, 7:30
pm, Only $1, Maryland's finest
vs D.C.'s best.
Craft Fair
Baltimore Museum of Art,
Museum hours. Work of local
craftsmen displayed for sale.
Pottery, weaving, jewelry,
macrame, spinning, enamels,
musical instruments, stuffed
fabrics. Support a Maryland
craftsman.
Saturday, November 20
Hockey
Clippers vs Cincinnati Swords,
8 pm, Civic Center, $2.50 to $5.
Craft Fair
Baltimore Museum of Art,
Museum hours.
Story Time
Kids 3-5. Don't miss it! 11
am, Enoch Pratt Central Branch.
Puff! Puff!
Six mile hike around Pretty
Boy Reservoir. Leaves 9 am.
Registration, call 426-0830.
Expenses, $1.30.
18 mile hike over Shenandoah
National Park trails. Leave 7 am.
Overnight at Corbin Cabin.
Expenses, $4.70 plus cost of
food. Registration, call
426-0830.
Music
Emerson's Old Time Custard
Suckin' Band, the Upstairs, $2.
Tresspasser's Will, the Toad
Coffeehouse.
Youth Concert of the
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra,
1:30 & 2:30 pm, Lyric Theatre,
all seats reseived. $2.50, $4,
$6.50.
Momma Max, Bluessette, 8-12
pm, $2.
Blues Back Alley, 2-5 am, $2.
Film
The White Zombies, The
Laurel Douglas and Joe Hardy
Murder Case, and Assorted

•
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Looney Tunes, Comer Theatre,
Midnight, $1.50.
Theatre
Escurial, Corner Theatre, 9
pm.
The Trial of the Catonsville
Nine, Center Stage, 8:30 pm.
Ceremonies in Dark Old Men,
8:30 pm, Back Alley Theatre.

Sunday, November 21
Film
The Lady Vanishes, 8 pm,
UMBC, Lecture Hall no. 2.
The White Zombie, Comer
Theatre,8 pm, $1.50.
Rachel, Rachel , 8 pm
Towson State, Stevens Hall.
Concert
Baroque Chamber Music, 8:30
pm, Goucher College, Lecture
Hall. $3.
Jam Session, Bluesette, 8-12
pm, $1, students $1.50. Tenor
recorder, harpsichord, viola da
gamba.
Sugar Loaf, 8 pm, Towson
State, Burdick Hall, $3.
Isaac Hayes, 8-11 pm, Civic
Center, $4.50, $5.50, $6.50.
Puff! Puff!
Bike Hike, either 4 or 15
miles in Baltimore County (take
your pick). Everybody
welcome— bring a bike. For info
call Wayne Rodgers at 828-4433.
Mountain Hiking, 8 miles
through Cunningham Falls State
Park. Featuring a 40 foot
waterfall and the Catoctin
Mountain. Leaves 8:30 am.
Expenses $2.50. Registration,
426-0830.
Exhibits
Craft Fair, Baltimore Museum
of Art, Museum hours.
Opening of Student Exhibit,
Maryland Institute, Mt. Royal
Station Gallery. Weekdays 9-5.
Weekends 1-5.
Theatre
Ceremonies In Dark Old Men,
Back Alley Theatre, 8:30 pm.
The Trial of the Catonsville
Nine, Center Stage, 2 & 7 pm,
CLOSING PERFORMANCE.
Aesop's Fables, a rock opera,
The Baltimore FREE Theatre, 7
&9 pm.

Monday, November 22
Lecture
Christian IV of Denmark:
Builder and Collector. 8:15 pm,
Walters Art Gallery. Lecture
with slides. Doors open at 7:30;
come and browse.
Craft Fair
Baltimore Museum of Art,
Museum hours.

Tuesday, November 23
Eat
Thanksgiving Dinner,
compliments of Goodwill
Industries, 5 pm, Civic Center,
Lower Exhibit Hall.
Film
Panther Panchali, 3:30 pm,
Towson State, Linthicum Room
100.
Pursuit of Happiness, 2 pm,
Enoch Pratt Central Branch.
Adam's Rib, 8 pm, Baltimore
Museum of Art, Auditorium.
Hockey
Clippers vs Hershey Bears, 8
pm, Civic Center, $2.50 to
$5.00.

Wednesday, November 24
Chamber Music
Peabody Conservatory, 12
noon. By students. Concert Hall.
Houdini
Mass turkey escape from
Taylor Turkey farm. Getaway
cars needed, for info call
821-7171.
Basketball
Bullets vs NY Knickerbockers,
the Pearl returns, 8:15 pm, Civic
Center, $2.50 to $6.
Thursday, November 25
Theatre
The Sea Gull, 8:30 pm,
Center Stage, students $2.
Running till Dec. 19.
Roller Games
Civic Center, 8 pm, $3 to $4.
Feast
Your House
FLICKS
Boulevard: 3302 Greenm
Ave.
The French Connection(R)
Charles:

1711 N. Charles St.
Cry Uncle(X)
2,4, 6, 8,10

The Hopkins Black Student Union presents The Street Theatre,
Inc. on November 22.
Photos by Campione,

Cinema I. York & RidgelYRds.
Sunday, Bloody Sunday(R)
1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30
Cinema II: York & Ridgely
Rds.
The Organization(GP)
2, 4, 6, 8, 10
5-West: N.&Charles Sts.
Sacco & Vanzetti(GP)
2, 4, 6, 8, 10
Howard: 113 N. Howard St.
The Omega Man (GP)
Little: 523 S. Howard St.
The Stewardesses(X)
2:05, 3:40, 5:15, 6:50,
8:25, 10
Mayfair: 524 N. Howard St.
Some ofMy Best Friends Are...
2, 4, 6, 8, 10
N. Point Plaza: N. Point Blvd.
Something Big(GP)
5:30, 7:30, 9:30
Rex: York & Cold Spg. La.
Office Love InWhite Collar Style(X)
I, 3:50, 6:40, 9:30
Senator: 5904 York Rd.
Lawrence of Arabia
2:15, 5:15, 8:30
7 East: N.& Chrles St.
One Day in the Life
ofIvan DenisovNch (G)
2, 4, 6, 8, 10
Tower: 2 N. Chrles Cntr.
Mil/house(G)
2, 4, 6, 8, 10
Towson: York Rd.
Love Story(GP)
2, 4, 6, 8, 10
York Rd. Cinema: York Rd.
Cotch (GP)

By BRUCE JAFFE
On Saturday evening,
November 6, Arlo Guthrie came
to the Frederick Community
College for his only
Baltimore-Washington area
appearance. The ever increasing
capacity crowd spilled out into
fire aisles as they waited
patiently for someone to appear
on stage. Finally around 8:30,
Ry Cooder , along with his
back-up band stepped out to do
a warm-up set which exhibited
excellent musicianship and
amazing versitility. The group
went from electric bottleneck
blues to an old Gospel song and
then on to some straight
acoustical material when Cooder
returned to do an
unaccompanied encore.
Although Cooder's music was
almost unlimited in variety, it all
seemed to have a "folk-western"
accent to it. His music set the
stage nicely and seemed to bring
the audience up in anticipation
of Arlo's appearance.
Arlo came on through the
confusion of many people in the
crowd asking, "Hey wait a
minute, isn't that him?" There
was a cloud of almost
overbearing nonchalance. He
shot the crowd a pacifying nod,
grinned, and busied himself with
getting things organized. When
things finally got going, the band
started in with some
folk-western music which
.seemed to be perfectly
complimented by the
enthusiastic mood of the
audience.
During the show Arlo changed
back and forth between electric
and acoustical guitar, and then
finally went back and sat down
at the piano a few times.
Possibly in anticipation that not
many people would be familiar

with his next song, Arlo added a
little comment about it. "This is
one of our songs that was never
played on the radio, well, except
maybe once in Philadelphia, and
the Disc Jockey got fired—
Coming into Los Angeles,
bringing in a couple of keys." A
bit later on, people started
yelling requests. Arlo stopped
and said, "It may not look like it
but we know what we're going
to play. And if we don't do what
you came to hear," he
explained,"screw you."
On several occasions Arlo got
into one of his one-breath
dissertations on this or that,
mainly about one of his songs or
about how he came to be
playing in Frederick, Md, a
question which had floated
around in many of the heads in
the crowd. It turned out that the
concert was done at the
suggestion of Arlo's manager
who had proposed Arlo quit
picking just for himself at home,
and to go on the road for both
of them.
Their music was very
enjoyable to listen to, especially
"Gabriel's Hiway's Mothers
Ballad no. 16 Blues," a
combination of fine music and
pleasant lyrics and their
rendition of one of Arlo's
father's songs,"Lay Down Little
Doggies Lay Down."
Their music, as Arlo said
himself, was mellow and simply
pleasurable to listen
_ _to. Most of
the material was played in a
combination Country-WesternFolk style that was very
tastefully lacking all the Grand
Funk Railroad-type feedback
and amplification which so
many bands seem to think
necessary. A very fine concert
by a very fine group of
musicians.
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Stormers`Lose The Barn'Evening College Now
By LINDA SHARP
The Hopkins Barnstormers are
one campus organization that
does not find the SAC fund cut
its greatest worry. "Our major
problem is that we have a tight,
organized group with an
overwhelming interest in drama,
but no place to do shows,"
explained vice-president Ron
Waife.
The Barnstormers are in
conflict with the
semi-professional Theatre
Hopkins over the use of the
Barn.
According to Waife, "The
Barn is leased to Theatre
Hopkins. We don't have a grudge
against them, but it is a
community theatre with no
affiliation with the University.
The fault lies with the University
for allowing Mrs. Pratt (Theatre
Hopkins director) to own it."
"If the University really felt
responsible for undergraduates
and their activities, they would
take over the lease of the Barn
and give us equal opportunities
to use it. A university group
should have priority over the use
of university facilities."_,
Laurlene Pratt countered,
"There is no lease. We return in
income the budget advanced for
us by the University at the
beginning of the year."

Theatre Hopkins' claim to the
Barn is basically one of
investment. Mrs. Pratt stated,
"The University has not
purchased equipment or even
seats. We absorb all the expenses
of using the Barn. There are a lot
of myths going around."
Unsatisfactory
The Barnstormers are having
to use Shriver P '1 for two of
thi
)lays. Waife does not find
this satisfactory, asserting,
"Shriver is not a theatre, it's an
auditorium and lecture hall. It
does not have theatrical
technical facilities. It's great for
the MSE Symposium, but very
impersonal for a theatrical
performance."
In addition, rehearsal time is
quite limited by the constant
demand for the use of Shriver,
and the undergraduate troupe
nearly had to pay $125 per night
for the use of the building.
Waife stressed, "We are asking
for something more modest and
more significant than the the
construction of a new theatre,
we want a change in University
policy."
"We have three potential
productions which can't find a
home. The technical people and
staff are eagerly awaiting to do
the Tantastiks', and have no
place to do it. Also there are

original productions of Goucher
and Hopkins students and a
multi-media production of
'Under Milkwood' to be done."

Offers New Degrees

The Evening College will be
offering two new degrees, each
New Theater
representing the equivalent of
If a new theatre is - built.,
two years of undergraduate
perhaps in the Student Union,
work starting next fall.
Waife anticipated that "it would
Dr. Keith Glancy, Director of
be filled every weekend with
Special Projects for the Evening
some group interested in
College, stated that he hopes
drama."
that the new degrees, the
The present limited dramatic
Associate in Arts and the
opportunities and "the lack of
Associate in Science, will insure
recognition of quality
the Division's continued success.
extra -curricular work by
An Associate in Arts will be
undergrads is certainly not the
awarded to students in the arts
way to attract humanities
and the sciences, while the
students as the University claims
Associate in Science will be
it wants to," Waife said.
awarded in the fields of business
and engineering. Both degrees
Undergraduate Activities
will require a total of 60 hours
Theatre Hopkins
of work.
accommodates as many
Glancy said, "The new
undergraduate activities as it
degrees
will give recognition to
can, according to Mrs. Pratt, but
people who have completed the
that is insufficient to satisfy the
equivalent of a junior college
demand for theatrical space.
educatio
n. It will also serve both
"We want equal footing with
as
a
benchma
rk for those who
Theatre Hopkins. We're glad to
plan
to
go
on
to a baccaluareate
have them here, but they should
degree, and an enhancement to
have equal trouble finding a
the recipient's career."
place to work," asserted Waife.
The Division did not establish
"We're one activity which has
the
two degrees as a lure to
a symptomatic problem due to
prospective students, Glancy
this attitude of the University. It
explained, indeed the effects on
has the responsibility to give us
enrollment are not known.
its cooperation. And our story is
Glancy said, "The new degrees
just one."
should provide encouragement

to enroll for those who wanted
to come here before, but did not
want to spend the time
necessary for getting a degree."
It is planned that students in the
Evening College can earn an
Associate degree in 4 to 5 years,
as compared to 8 to 10 years for
a Baccalaureate.
Glancy did not see the new
degrees causing any fundamental
changes in the nature of the
Evening College. Admissions
criteria and the quality of
education offered will remain
the same, as will the tuition for
the 1972-73 school year.
No Fulltime Faculty
The degree will not be
retroactive; a degree will not be
conferred upon a student who
accomplished the work at an
earlier date.
In other matters, the Evening
College has no fulltime faculty
members at the moment. Glancy
stated that the Division would
investigate the possibility of
hiring full-time faculty members
if the enrollment becomes
sufficiently high to warrant such
a move. The Evening College,
the only money-making division
in the University, does not plan
to expand enough in the near
future to make such a move
necessary, according to Glancy.
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Football Finale

Terror Tilt Tomorrow
By MARK LEIFER
Johns Hopkins University will
be out to finish the 1971
football season on a winning
note tomorrow afternoon when
the Blue Jays host to traditional
rival Western Maryland College
at Homewood Field at 2:00. At
stake will be the Middle Atlantic
Conference Southern Division
title in a modified replay of last
year's encounter at Westminster.
Last fall the Jays found
themselves 5-3, tied for the
league lead with Muhlenberg and
one half game in front of
Moravian, with one game left to
play. A victory over the Terrors
would have assured Hopkins at
least a piece of its fourth straight
Southern Division crown, but it
was not to be.
The Jays spotted Western
Maryland 15 points in the first
five minutes of the game and
stumbled to a 35-20 setback.
Moravian's 56-7 thrashing of
Muhlenberg earned them sole
possession of the title for the
first time ever.
Tomorrow, however, the
teams will be switching sides,
with Hopkins cast in the role of
the spoiler. The Terrors, 4-0 in
MAC play, must win or tie
tomorrow in order to capture
their first MAC championship
since 1963. A Blue Jay victory
would vault Franklin and
Marshall, 6-1, into the winner's
circle.
Hopkins again - carries a 5-3
mark into its final game, and is
riding the crest of a three-game
win streak by virtue of the Jays'
.ncredible come-from-behind
:Humph over Dickinson last
Saturday at Carlisle. Hopkins fell
behind 21-0, took a 22-21 lead
with 3:50 remaining, and fell
behind again, 28-22, with 57
seconds to play before winning
the thriller on a Jack Thomas
touchdown with 14 seconds

showing on the clock.
Blue Jay Coach Dennis Cox
was quite naturally ecstatic over
the proceedings. Commenting on
the scene at Biddle Field
following the final gun, the
coach remarked,"I've never seen
a happier bunch of people in all
my life. It was one of most
beautiful scenes I've ever seen."
Overconfidence
Cox blamed his team's
overconfidence as the primary
explanation of Hopkins'
miserable first half performance.
"When you go in thinking you're
going to win, your reactions are
slowed, you're not mentally
alert, you're not anticipating."
The mental factor also
accounted for the team's
fired-up showing in the second
half. "Our kids wanted to
improve and show Dickinson
they were a better team. They
were embarrassed; they knew
they were a better team and
showed they were."
Cox also had high praise for
the offense for adjusting to the
Red Devil's keying on star
halfback Butch Robey. The
Devils effectively took away the
Jays' bread-and-butter power
play to Robey, which according
to Cox meant "it's up to you to
find out what they're giving you.
Luckily, we were able to do
this."
The Jays had fine success
running dives, quick traps, and
options; halfback Pat Neary
averaged .eight yards per carry
and fullback Jim Ferguson
seven.
"To me it's a sign of a good
team when a team is able to
switch from a play that has been
good to a play or set of plays
that move. We didn't put
anything new in, we didn't
change our offense, we didn't
change our philosophy one bit.
We just concentrated on plays
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that would work," remarked
Cox.
Third Touchdown
In fact, the Blue Jays were
able to capitalize on Dickinson's
overcompensation for Robey
and tight end Rick Kowalchuk
for a pair of touchdowns.
Flanker Billy Nolan raced
unseen through the Devil
secondary for Hopkins' second
score, and Thomas' fake to
Robey into the middle of the
line enabled the signal caller to
race into the end zone for
Hopkins' third touchdown while
the entire defensive line
converged on the senior
co-captain. That tally made the
score 21-20, at which time Cox
boldly gambled with a two-point
conversion try.
"I had many thoughts about
it," the coach conceded. "The
thing that decided it was that
the kids had showed such poise
and determination to win, it
would have been sacreligious not
to have given them a chance to
win."
As things turned out, Nolan
made a fine catch of a looping
Thomas pass in the end zone for
the points that put Hopkins on
top with 3:50 remaining. Nolan
caught the ball no more than an
inch or two inbounds, but the
official right on the scene made
the call without any protest
from Dickinson.
Craig Walter of the Red Devils
made an excellent diving grab of
a Jeff Truskey aerial three
minutes later to put Dickinson
back in the lead with less than a
minute to go, but the Jays came
back to win the contest thanks
to some heads-up play.
Robey got his team downfield
with a 40-yard pass completion
on a play where Nolan was the
primary receiver. Robey was
supposed to block a linebacker,
but when his man didn't come in
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to rush Thomas, the halfback
went into his pattern.
On Thomas' nine-yard
touchdown scamper for the
game-winner, the quarterback
was originally looking to hit
Kowalchuk in the end zone.
Wide receiver Grant Shevchik
came back from his pattern to
throw a fine block that enabled
Thomas to crack the left corner
of paydirt with fourteen seconds
remaining in the game.
For his oft-brilliant scrambling
and overall performance Thomas
was rewarded with the game ball
as the game's outstanding player.
Cox noted that this was the first
time he had awarded a football,
in essence, a $25 trophy.
Tops
Joe Ouslander, coming off an
injured ankle, was named the
best offensive lineman; safety
Harry Stringer, with eight
unassisted tackles and four
assists, was the top defensive
back. Co-captain Eric Bergofsky
copped honors as the leading
defensive lineman.
Cox was happy to report no
serious injuries for tomorrow's
contest. "We're stronger, that is,
healthier, this year than we were
last year at this time." The

Coach attributes this in large
measure to his insistence before
the season that each player learn
two positions, one offensive and
one defensive.
A look at tomorrow's
opposition shows that the
Terrors boast a very powerful
backfield. The offense is headed
by halfback Joe Brockmeyer,
who last year ran over, under,
around, and through the Blue
Jay defense for 320 yards and
three touchdowns.
Complementing the junior
standout are fullback Tom Botts
and sophomore quarterback
Mike Bricker. Western Maryland
has an all-senior line with an
average weight of 220 pounds
per man, 20 more than the Blue
Jays' line. The Terrors are
basically a running team, but
seem to have been able to come
up with at least one big pass play
per game. Cox terms them "an
excellent football team; they're
well-coached, and their, players
know what to do. I have a lot of
respect for the Western
Maryland football team."
Live WJHU air coverage (830
am) of the game from
Homewood Field begins at 1:45
p.m.

Hopkins'Super Eight-City Baseball League
By BRUCE BORTZ
Penguin Park is very much on
the periphery of the Hopkins
sports scene; naturally enough,
there are very few who know of
its now two year existence.
For those who want to know,
Penguin Park is located in and
around Willard 303. (Willard is
one of the several dormitories at
Hopkins that houses
upperclassmen.) Penguin Park is
not at all what its name conjures
up. No herds of penguins were
seen moving about in frigid
Arctic clime; nor was the
presence of trees, bushes,
flowers, and park benches noted.
Penguin Park, in fact, defies
single sentence descriptions.
Most simply put, it is a fantasy
world (whose mascot is the
penguin) created by the two
residents of Willard 303. The use
of the word "residents" is a bit

awkward; the "residents,"
however, insisted on strict
anonymity.
Brainchild
Their brainchild, if you can
call it that, is an imaginary
baseball league, called the Super
Eight City Baseball League. All
eight teams are owned, operated
and managed by residents of
Willard.
Each Friday evening, two
teams meet in scheduled league
action in 303. That room bears
an intentional resemblance to a
ballpark. Left and right field
foul lines, scoreboards, message
boards, advertisements, a list of
umpires officiating games— all
these decorate their walls. The
boys in Willard have even seen
fit to include an American flag
and a fan; together they give the
appearance of a ballpark flag
tossing in the wind.

The game they play is a game
of probability. The various team
owners (Carolina Comets,
Seekonk Civilians, Wawatosa
Wigwams,and Steubenville Dirty
Sox, to name four) draw up
twenty to thirty cards, one for
each of his team players. Each
°layer is given a name, a
position, and lifetime batting
average. On the same card
appear the numbers 3 to 18;
beside each number is written
what the player, as a batter, will
do if that number comes up with
the throw of three dice. The hit
numbers (singles, doubles, etc.)
are, needless to say, the most
difficult numbers to roll.
Game Broadcast
While this game is played out,
the residents of Willard 303 do a
play-by-play broadcast of the
game. Their verbal account,
complete with amusing

commercials, are recorded for
posterity and for later statistical
purposes on cassette tapes. The
actual live broadcasts are
transmitted from speakers that
can be heard, some have said, as
far away as the library.
The two play by play men call
themselves "Boris Brief" and
"Phil Hrup ," both of whom are
said to be bald. The "station"
that broadcasts the games is
WYNO. Those who have trouble
picking up WYNO can catch all
the action by appearing in
person at the ballpark Friday
nights at 9:30. In early October,
an opening night crowd of 35
fans appeared. Admission is free;
girls are admitted for half price
(their humor, not mine).
Those who fail to view the
live proceedings still can get a
glimpse of Penguin Park
activities by attending a one

night play based on them that
will appear at the Barn
December 3rd. Phil Hrup
helped to pen the play.
Failing that, the subject of
Penguin Park may very well pop
up in Dr. Hogan's class on
Abnormal Psychology.

FENCING
The Johns Hopkins University
fencing team has scheduled a
seven-match New England trip
for the upcoming minimester,
Athletic Director Marshall
Turner announced Tuesday.
Turner termed the trip a "special
feature" of the fencers' 1971-72
schedule that has been arranged
by and will be paid for by the
team, similar to last spring's
Southern road trip by the
baseball team.
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Sports Potpourri:A Little of Everything
By BRUCE BORTZ
Coach Gary Rupert's varsity
basketballers battled highly
rated St. Mary's College last
Friday in the team's first and
only scrimmage of the year,
dropping a three point decision,
72-69.
Last season, St. Mary's made
it into the NAIA division
championship rounds. Rupert
likened St. Mary's to Hopkins'
foes of last year, Muhlenburg
and Lebanon Valley, both 1970
Powers in the MAC. Rupert saw
the game as a "learning
experience." While his St. Mary's
counterpart went with six
Players, Rupert played
everybody that was fit.
"We made a lot of mistakes,"
admitted the coach. "With a
little adjustment they can all be
corrected." The films taken of
the game will certainly aid in
doing that.
Rupert cited six players for
their play Friday: Bobby
Freedman and Gary Handelman,
who both played a good half;
John Rutter and Doug
Campbell; and Tim Knapp and
Bill Jews, who made mistakes

LUE JAY RESTAURANT
31 St. Paul St.
243-3457
Quick,Convenient Off-campus
Lunches-Dinners-Snacks
Carry-out food, Beer, Package
Liquors
II-midnight including Sunday

Specializing in:
Greek South

but generally played well.
More than some of his
teammates, Jews had to
overcome early nervousness, as
the scrimmage constituted his
first bit of college exposure.
Rupert will be determining
"pretty soon" who his starters
will be."The first team members
need time to get to know one
another. There are still one or
two positions I am not yet
decided upon."
Front Runners
The six players Rupert
mentioned, plus one other:
Chuck LaBerge, must be
considered the front runners in
the competition for the five
starting posts. That's my hunch,
anyway.
FOOTBALL
Football coach Dennis Cox
unveiled Wednesday the team's
up to the moment statistics.
Most startling among them is the
number of Hopkins' turnovers
this year— 60% fewer than last
year. In numbers, the 1971 Jays
have thrown for seven
interceptions and have lost seven
of nine fumbles. These figures
compare to last season's 19 lost

fumbles and sixteen
interceptions.
Has this improvement been
fortuitous, Cox was asked? "No,
we've spent a lot of time on ball
carrying drills. We've thrown the
ball 100 fewer times than last
year. As a result, we're turning
the ball over less than two times
a game."
Cox is generally quite proud
of his offenses' accomplishments. With one game left, its
total offense figures have already
surpassed last year's statistical
performance.
The key to this improvement
has been the personal
improvement of sophomore
quarterback, Jack Thomas, who
has upped his completion
percentage from 40% to 49% on
the strength of his accurate
passing in the last three games.
Jack has connected on 77 out
of 159 attempts on the season,
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good for 1040 yards. With 12
touchdown passes and 4
touchdown runs, Thomas has
had, in Cox's words, "an
outstanding year."
Other team members include
Butch Robey, whose 5.7 yards
average per carry puts him well
up in the MAC rushing race. He
has ground out 653 yards on a
133 attempts, scoring seven
touchdowns. Tight end Rick
Kowalchuk heads up the list of
receivers with a high of 18
seasonal catches, while Bill
Nolan leads in total yards gained
via the pass (284 yards). Nolan
has accounted for 5
touchdowns.
Cox took time to pour praise
on his defense. With tomorrow's
game upcoming, the defense has
yielded 500 fewer yards that last
year's defense. Barring a player
strike Saturday, the defense
should top last year's defensive
statistics.

Harry Stringer, with four
interceptions, and Gunter
Glocker with three, rate .as the
team's master thieves. Three
other players each have two
interceptions, and two others
have one apiece.
Without the very dubious
Muhlenburg loss incurred in the
season's inaugral, the Jays might
well haii-e— been battling
tomorrow for the MAC
Southern Division Title. Instead
of carrying a 5-1 MAC record
into the Western Maryland tilt,
Hopkins owns a 4-2 slate.
The Muhlenburg loss in
question came on a 59 yard pass
play coming with 11 seconds left
in the game. When that play was
waved dead by the timekeeper,
the Hopkins' scoreboard
recorded no time left. Instead
the officials allowed one more
play; Muhlenburg capitalized,
knocking over the winning
touchdown.

GIVE THE NATION
BACK TO ITS PEOPLE
John W. Gardner, Chairman
Common Cause
Former Secretary
of Health, Education and Welfare

Who said citizen action is futile? Populism in the
nineteenth century left an indelible mark on the
nation. Citizen action won the vote for women in
1920 and brought the abolition of child labor. The
labor movement, the civil rights movement, the
peace movement, the conservation movement — all
began with concerned citizens. If we had waited for
the government or Congress or the parties to initiate
any of them, we'd still be waiting. Try to think of a
significant movement in our national life that was
initiated by the bureaucracy. Or by Congress. Or by
the parties.
For a while, we lost confidence in our capacity to
act as citizens, but the citizen is getting back to his
feet. And citizen action is taking on a tough minded
professional edge it never had before. Never has our
society needed more desperately the life-giving
spark of citizen action. We must make our instruments of self-government work. We must halt the
abuse of the public interest by self-seeking special
interests.
The special interests buy favor through campaign
gifts. What flows back is literally scores of billions of
dollars in tax breaks, in lucrative defense contracts,
in favored treatment of certain regulated industries,
in tolerance of monopolistic practices. And the taxpayer foots the bill.
To combat such pervasive corruption, we must
strike at the two instruments of corruption in public
life—money and secrecy.
To combat the corrupting power of money, we
must control campaign spending and lobbying, and
require full disclosure of conflict of interest on the
part of public officials.
To tear away the veil of secrecy, we must enact
"freedom of information" or "right to know" statutes
which require that the public business be done publicly. And that's only a beginning. We can regain
command of our instruments of self-government.
To accomplish this, each citizen must become an
activist, especially the college student with his
newly acquired right to vote. He must make his voice
heard. Common Cause, a national citizens' lobby,
was created to accomplish just that. It hoped to enroll 100,000 members in its first year, and got that
number in 23 weeks! On its first anniversary, it had
200,000 members.
• It was the chief citizens' group lobbying for the Constitutional Amendment on the 18-year old vote.
• It joined with environmental groups to defeat the SST.
• It brought the first real cf allenge in a generation to the
tyrannical seniori'y system in Congress.
• It helped bring the House of Representatives to its first
recorded vote on the Vietnam War.

Portuguese Bike Fuel
Costa Do SolItos6
Vintage Rose From Portugal

Imported by the Aliens of M. S. Walker, Inc., Boston, Mass.

• it has sued the major parties to enjoin them from violating the campaign spending laws.

There is much more to do. And the time to do it is
now. The American people are tired of being bilked
and manipulated. It's time to give this country back
to its people. For additional information, write Common Cause, Box 220, Washington, D.C. 20044.

This space is contributed as a
People Service by The Van Heusen Company
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A Second Look At East Baltimore Security
campus was brought to attention
by a letter from Paul Wegener, a
Geography and Environmental
Engineering grad student, and
part time Pinkerton. Since his
letter of October 27,
administrative personnel claim
to have initiated action towards
better security coverage.
Complaints from Hospital
personnel spurred News-Letter
reporters to visit the East
Baltimore campus once on
November 7th, and then again
on November 17th, after
security had supposedly been
tightened.
On the first visit, the reporters
found Wegener's claims to be
true. They found that they
could walk at will throughout
the Hospital, as long as they
stayed away from the emergency
and operating rooms. They
roamed the first level and
basement of the building for
over an hour, seeing the
Pinkerton guards only when
they wanted to. The second trip,
proved much the same.
No One
During the first visit, reporters
wanted to talk to some of the
guards who were stationed
behind the interns' residence at
550 N. Broadway where the
Medical Institutions' western
edge touches the surrounding
Black community. A stop at the
guard station and a quick walk
through the area revealed that
no one was there. There was one
guard sitting in a darkened
booth outside Hampton House;
the Nurses' residence. The main
(he looked about 60) wouldn't
talk to the reporters, mumbling
something about "checking with
the boss."
On the November 17th visit,
there were a few guards walking
on the lonely streets of East
Baltimore. One or two of them
stood leaning against a wall,
their hands in their pockets to
keep warm, and cigarettes

By RICHARD GURLITZ
and
HOWARD WEAVER
On Wednesday night, two
News-Letter reporters went
down to the East Baltimore
campus to check out Hospital
employees' continuing
complaints of poor security.
On the deserted, though well
lit streets outside the Hospital,
the reporters tried to question a
woman to get her views on the
security situation there. As they
moved closer, explaining to her
their mission, she quickened her
pace heading towards the
residence building parking lot.
Breaking into a near run, she
pulled her pocketbook in closer
to her body and fled for the
safety of her car.
A doctor, heading towards the
550 N. Broadway Street
residence hall, did manage to
muster up enough courage to
talk to the reporters. "I
wouldn't allow my wife and kids
out here alone now," he
mentioned, although it was only
9 o'clock at night. He also said
that there was some kind of
unwritten law between the
people of the neighborhood and
Hospital employees that
provided imunity for doctors as
long as they were wearing their
"whites."
Not Civilizeds,
The woman who had run for.
her car, seeing the reporters
talking to the doctor, and he
getting away unharmed,
approached them in her car. She
opened the window halfway—
keeping her hand on the window
crank— and said she was sorry
for running away as she had, but
explained, "The security here is
so bad that it has made me not
trust anyone on the streets."
The woman was Mrs. Hassie
Dixon, a Radiology Lab
technician. "It's just not
civilized," she complained.
Security at the East Baltimore

dangling from their lips. They
also refused to talk.
The reporters then made
entrance to the Hospital itself,
walking through the main
entrance lobby, before its twelve
foot statue of Christ the Savior.
They were not questioned as to
their business in the Hospital by
any one of the Pinkertons
standing idly around.
In the Hospital cafeteria,
where a few guards and about 20
Hospital employees sat at tables
before a wall of vending
machines, the reporters sat down
at a table with a young
Registered Nurse, and asked her
about security in the area.

The reporters, taking this cue,
next headed for the basement.
In the long, well lit basement
corridors, each footstep
resounded in sharp echoes. When
not walking, only a soft whir of
machinery filled the otherwise
silent halls. Television cameras,
located every 100 feet along the
walls, were announced by signs
reading: "WARNING: This area
is under electronic surveillance."
Therapy Room
The I.V, Therapy room was
one of the only areas of activity.
On the November 7th visit, two
women and a young man were
found preparing syringes and
medicine for patients who
needed intra-venous medication.

One of the women hinted that
there was "dangerous medicine"
in the area, and admitted that
there was little they could do if
the reporters had confronted
them with force. On the
November 17th visit, other
people were found in the I.V.
Therapy room, but they
harbored the same sentiments on
Hospital security.
"The only contact I've had
with the security here is when
they locked me in the womens
room one night," said a young
lady working in I.V. Therapy.
"If you have men working
part-time as security, you're
going to get part-time security,"
she quipped.

Hospital Security

Pinkerton
"I've never had any
problems," she said,"but I work
upstairs on the patient floors. If
anyone wanted to rape us,
they'd have to make an
appointment; there's too much
activity for trouble up there."
She mentioned that most nurses
were afraid to walk around alone
in the basement of the building.
"It's pretty deserted down there,
and I've heard of things
happening to people who work
in the basement."

(continued from page 1)
and Institution personnel having
to display their I.D. cards
throughout the building.
Although these steps have
been taken, security at the East
Baltimore campus remains
unstable, many Hospital
personnel contend. "Last week,
we moved a desk out of the
Hospital, and nobody even asked
us where we were going," said
one employee.
. Investigation
Much of the present
investigation of the security
system at the East Baltimore
campus was stimulated by Paul
Wegener, a Hopkins grad student
in Geography and
Environmental Engineering.
Wegener, who worked for
Pinkerton earlier this year,
pointed out the many flaws of
the system in a letter to Dr.
Milton Eisenhower.
Describing his duties, Wegener
said, "I have walked up to one
person trying car doors,
observed several rats, stray dogs
and birds, unlocked three gates

while a fourth has been missing
its lock for a month, spent a
good deal of time coming to
know the guards and the
Pinkerton routine."
"I have arrived at work at
11:45, gone to my post, and
filled out a daily report of the
patrols I will not make, notirg
that the lock is still missing from
the gate," he continued.
Other guards at the East
Baltimore campus confirm this
report. "Pinkerton presses these
men to insurmountable tasks,"
stated one guard who wished to
remain anonymous. "For $1.85
an hour, no benefits, and no
training, you can't expect any
better from them," he
continued.
Another guard, also wishing
his name withheld, said that he
had been told not to speak to
anyone about his duties, and
that since the recent
News-Letter article on campus
security, "the heat had been on.
It got tough last week, but
already things have quieted
down," he said.
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Where to Buy It
CLEANERS

PLACES TO EAT

Complete Bachelor Service '

Mexican Food - Cocktails

WAVERLY LAUNDROMAT

TIJUANA TACOS

3330 Greenmount Avenue
467-2123
-

York Rd. nr. Belvedere
435-9858
5-12 p.m., Closed Monday

.

DRUGS

BOOKS
The Aquarian Age Bookstore
occult & new age books
813 N. Charles Street
752-5014
Books-Used 8c Rare
Old & Out-of-print

RESTAURANT OXFORD

for all your drug store needs
GREEN WAY PHARMACY
Charles & 34th Streets
235-5830
—
-PLACES TO EAT

MANDARIN HOUSE
For the finest in
American and Chinese
Cuisine, eat at the
3501 St. Paul St.
Eat-in, Carry-out

JEWS
3121 St. Paul Street
-—
Practical business
experience, and a
worthwhile campus
activity. Join the

NEWS—LE'TTER
ad staff.

,

John P. Gach

Serving the finest food on land

Special rates for groups!!

3322 Greenmonnt

Order in advance

3312 Greenmount Ave.

4673_

BOOK FAIR-

Pizzas, Late Night Snacks

3121 St. Paul
Phone 235-6296
Greeting Cards
Paperback Books
Stationery - Gifts

PECORA'S
3320 Greenmount
. 889-3831

Open Mon-Sat

A Favorite lender WU
for Hopkins Men i ,

.
- :
I

.•
-

.

JIMMY WU'S
NEW
CHINA INN

Chart*. Shoot Wove,25th

CLASSIFIEDS
•GET QUICK

RESULTS

.
'.

9:30am-9pm

MERCHANDISE
collectors gallery, ltd.
6239 falls road
baltimore, md. 21209
823-2727
graphic art-prints-posters
sunday 1-4 weekdays 11-4
closed tuetdays

ERCHANDISE
SERVICE PHOTO
3011 Greenmount Avenue
235-6200

POSTERS

MISCELLANEOUS .
/JAM Gar Sale & Service

EUROPEAN AUTO CLINIC
5806 York Rd.
323-1653
VIP. Renault - Peugeot
Specialists

B&W

COLOR
20 x 24 FROM YOUR PRINT OR NEG.

KODAK PROCESSING
24 Hour SLIDES---48 Hour PRINTS

CUSTOM B&W

•
MATTE FINISH—CONTACT SHEETS
SPECIAL ENLARGING & CROPPING
FILMS KODAK—AGFA
H & W CONTROL'
ALL DARKROOM AIDS & CHEMISTR1

MAGNETS
for
- Home, Science, & Industry

Over 1 million in stock
Custom orders welcome
JOBMASTER CORP.
9010 Liberty Rd.
Randallstown 655-1400

AR-BOSE-DYNA-GARRARD-DUA CKLI
, '
Visiting Baltimore? Stay at
Competitive Pricing

HI-FIDELITY CENTRE
317W. Franklin near Howard

TOWSON EAST MOTEL
1507 E..loppa Road

752-1664

24 hr. color processing
color prints at 19i

ZEPP PHOTO
3042 Greenmount
Special discounts to Hopkins

People

Reservetions: 30142'5-WO
- Thrifty Rent-a-car Agency

JAY'S SMOKE SHOP
For all your
Cigar, Pipe, & Tobacco
needs.

408 W. Cold Spring Lane

Water Beds

Raw Bone
Boutique

-—
MINUTEMAN PRINTING

We offer quality waterbeds
and service.
The Aquarius Aqua Beds
_ 2435 Maryland_ Ave. 366-6110

3122 Greenmount Ave.

While-U-Wait Copy Service
1 Charles Center

,243-0580
Opennightly
'til 9
..

.
.-

600 N. Eutaw
728-8-31$

